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“I’m delighted that products and creators who are not
usually part of the same conversation - like Flushin Frenzy
creator Adam Borton and Azul designer Michael Kiesling are side-by-side here, being recognised for great work.”
Hello, and welcome to this year’s Mojo Nation 100 – our annual listing of
100 figures from across the world of toy and game design that have had a
brilliant last 12 months.
Be it an industry stalwart or a rising star, those responsible for a massmarket hit, or an innovation enjoying a smaller production run, the 100 is
here to celebrate designers and inventors that have had a year to remember.
The fact there’s so many new faces gracing the 2019 edition of the book
shows the industry remains full to the brim with creative talent and
innovators, but one key element that strikes me with this year’s Mojo Nation 100 is the
variety of disciplines and skill-sets represented.
I’m delighted that products and creators who are not usually part of the same
conversation - like Worlds Aparts’ Scruff-a-Luvs and Reach Robotics’ MekaMon, or
Flushin Frenzy creator Adam Borton and Azul designer Michael Kiesling - are side-byside here, being recognised for their great contributions to the play space over the last
12 months. Whether it’s a crown-spinning, food-gobbling game, a coding kit that allows
you to fix Captain America’s shield or a snapping raptor that clings to your finger, the
industry’s design community has had another impressive year, creating stand-out
product across toys, games and tech-infused play sectors.
But this book isn’t just a list of the brightest sparks in toy and game design. Before
you get there, you’ve got over 30 pages of great content to sink your teeth into,
including Fi Murray’s musings on the role of the ‘innoventor’, Deej Johnson’s look at
the importance of the one star review and James Austin-Smith’s take on the toy design
revolution. All this, plus a fascinating discussion looking at how the world of toy and
game design can play a key role in making the industry more eco-friendly.
A huge thanks go to our sponsors, Wynne-Jones IP, Hasbro, The Marketing Store,
Ooba, Alpha Group and Brands Untapped. All are huge supporters of the industry’s
designer community, and without their support, we couldn’t create this celebration of
talent working in toys and games. Anyway, that’s quite enough from me. Thanks to all
who sent in nominations and a big congratulations to those made the listing. I do hope
you enjoy reading through the 2019 edition of the Mojo Nation 100.
Billy Langsworthy,
Co-Founder,
Mojo Nation
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“Design and creativity are the lifeblood of the UK toy
industry. Each year, around 60,000 new product lines are
introduced onto the market and continuous innovation has
helped to keep the UK toy industry competitive.”
Design and creativity are the lifeblood of the UK toy industry. Each year,
around 60,000 brand new product lines are introduced onto the market to
ensure toys remain exciting and entertaining for children to enjoy playing
with. This continuous innovation has helped to keep the UK toy industry
competitive; the largest in Europe and fourth largest toy sector in the world.
In such a fast-paced, fashion driven industry, toy companies are always
looking ahead, and there is an endless list of iconic creations coming from
our sector. This couldn’t be achieved without the talented inventors and
designers, from a very strong toy design community, helping to ensure companies stay
ahead of the game. The British Toy & Hobby Association congratulates everyone who
made it into this year’s Mojo Nation 100 list.
Attracting the best creative talent into the industry is key for our sector. Since 2010,
the BTHA has hosted an annual student design seminar at Toy Fair to introduce
students from British universities to the toy sector and encourage them to consider the
toy industry as a career destination. Toy Fair is a fantastic backdrop in which to do this,
with hundreds of exhibitors and thousands of innovative products all under one roof;
key to inspiring the next generation of toy makers.
At the BTHA, the importance of play for child development is core to our work. Toys
are the tools of play, helping children learn key skills, from co-ordination and spatial
awareness, to communication and social skills. Exciting and innovative toys can foster
children’s creativity in a playful environment, helping them to explore new things and
learn about themselves.
In these unprecedented times, the BTHA sees attracting talent, innovation and
invention to the sector as of vital importance to ensure that the industry remains
competitive. Mojo Nation plays an increasing role in nurturing that talent and the
BTHA is happy to be able to support Mojo Nation, the Mojo Nation 100 and the
hundreds of inventors and designers that contribute to the inventive, innovative and
exciting toy industry.
Natasha Crookes,
Director of Communications & Public Affairs,
The British Toy & Hobby Association
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“It is essential to support, celebrate and promote you, the
inventor community, as it’s your creation of meaningful
playthings that will inspire the next generation of children.”
Creating toys and games that are safe, fun, and let children experience the
magic of play is at the heart of the toy industry, which could not exist without
the creativity, talent, passion, and relentless dedication of the global toy
inventor and designer community. The Toy Association’s advocacy and history
of support for toy inventors and designers includes offering extensive businessbuilding resources to help you prosper. But we can, and will, do more!
I’m excited to share that at this year’s Toy Fair New York, taking place
February 16th to 19th in New York City, the long-established Creative Factor
educational track is expanding, while a number of other aspects of the show celebrate
inventors of all levels. Designed to serve entrepreneurs and inventors, Creative Factor
will feature a deep line-up of engaging demonstrations and content presented by
experts across a range of essential and trending topics.
The further growth and expansion of Creative Factor is credited to its exceptional
advisory board of veteran experts in the creative space, including Brett Klisch, co-founder
of Creative Factor and the creative director at Peru Meridian Studios, Mojo Nation’s own
co-founder Billy Langsworthy, Robin Raskin (founder of Living in Digital Times), Warren
Tuttle (president of the United Inventors Association Board of Directors), and Matt Nuccio
(owner of Design Edge). We all owe them a deep note of thanks.
Elsewhere, Toy Fair New York will once again dedicate an entire expanse of the show
floor exclusively to new and up-and-coming companies that are exhibiting for the first
time. Aptly called the “Launch Pad,” it has proven a terrific place for influential retail
buyers to discover never-before-seen inventors, designers, and their products,
including some of the most cutting-edge playthings in the entire show.
As my dear friend, Judy Ellis, founder and chair of New York’s Fashion Institute of
Technology’s Toy Design program, recently noted: “Great toys aspire to inform,
entertain, and are fun,” but they include a fourth element – a designer’s “ability to
inspire” children through their inventions. I could not agree more with Judy and that’s
why it is essential to support, celebrate, and promote you, the inventor community, 		
as it is your creation of meaningful playthings that will indeed inspire the next generation
of children.
Wishing a prosperous and meaningful Toy Fair to all…
Steve Pasierb
President & CEO
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Monday, 9th September 2019
The Play Creators Awards, held
on Monday 9th September,
celebrates those in the toy and
game design community that
have excelled over the last 12
months. Whether it’s an R&D
team responsible for a smashhit line, a design agency that’s
taken a brief and soared or a
freelance designer responsible
for the next industry shaping
trend, the PCAs are all about
shining a spotlight on the
industry’s top architects of play.

AWARD CATEGORIES

NEW
FOR
2019

Toy Designer of the Year
Game Designer of the Year (Kids Games)
Game Designer of the Year (Tabletop)
R&D Team of the Year
Invention Studio/Design Agency of the Year
Toy Designer of the Year (Licensed Product)
Game Designer of the Year (Licensed Product)
Play Innovator of the Year
Rising Star Award
Design Icon Award

For sales and sponsorship opportunities please contact
adam@mojo-nation.com or call 01992 275626

To nominate, or for more information, visit

www.playcreatorsawards.com
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“We urge all toy designers and companies to embrace
protection, not cast it aside or put it to the back of your ‘to
do’ list. Make it part of your strategy and protect your assets
for today and for your future.”
Toys are a staple of life for all ages, and for children who
are fortunate enough to live in countries where toys are in
abundance on shop shelves, there has never been such
variety to choose from and enjoy. It’s clear when you look
at those shelves, either in bricks and mortar stores, or
online, that innovation and creativity in toys is thriving.
The toy industry has never been so vibrant, despite a
turbulent 2018 boasting plenty of highs, lows and
everything in between. Innovation in toys for the young, the old, and everyone in
between, is down to the enduring passion and commitment of those who sit at the
heart of this great industry.
Based on the success of last year’s first Mojo Nation 100, which we at Wynne-Jones
IP were proud to champion, this industry is a space where everyone can forge out their
place and contribute to its continued evolution and re-incarnation. And so, as a law
firm that specialises in IP protection, it continually puzzles us why so many
entrepreneurs, creatives and even brand owners fail to understand how important it is
to protect their ‘intellectual property’.
Just as we did at last year’s Mojo Pitch, we urge all toy designers and companies to
embrace protection, not cast it aside or put it to the back of your ‘to do’ list. Make it a
part of your toy strategy and protect your assets for today and for your future. Don’t let
somebody steal your hard work, profit and owner’s rights!
For those of you who have met with us at Mojo Nation events in the past 18 months,
or read our opinion pieces, Wynne-Jones IP is no ordinary IP firm; for starters, we don’t
do legal jargon and we champion innovation, working alongside businesses both small
and large. This is why we are once again delighted to be sponsoring the Mojo Nation
100 and will continue to work with the team throughout 2019.
We are really looking forward to seeing the 100 who’ve made it into the class of 2019
and congratulations to each and every one of you. We hope 2019 becomes a year to
remember, for all the right reasons in this wonderful industry.

Victor Caddy,
Partner and Trade Mark
& Design Attorney

Kirsty Barr,
Client Services Manager
for Trade Marks
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The 100: Breakdown
This year’s Mojo Nation 100 boasts designers from across the globe, spanning toy
firms big and small, tabletop titans, industry leading design agencies and some of the
most exciting tech start-ups around. Here, we take a closer look at who made the list
If we take a look at the list territory-wise, it may
come as no surprise that the UK and US lead the
way, but we also have designers from the likes of
Japan, Austria, Spain, Switzerland, Germany,
Poland and Denmark.
Company-wise, Hasbro has the most entries in
the 100, followed by TOMY and Spin Master, while
a notable omission is Mattel, who had the third
highest number of entries in last year’s book.
Rather than being indicative of a lack of design
quality at Mattel, this could instead be as a result
of voters exercising caution due to the on-going
reshaping of the organisation.
Gender-wise, women make up a quarter of the
list, a slight increase on last year. But with over half
of our Rising Star section made up of women,
signs are there that more female designers are set
to lead the way when it comes to toy and game
design in the coming years.

GENDER

70 Men

5 Mixed Teams

25 Women

COMPANIES REPRESENTED IN THE MOJO NATION 100
Accentuate Games
Alpha Group
Animoodles
Asmodee Digital
Bang Zoom
Bladez Toyz
Cartamundi
Collabsco
Creating Unqiue Toys
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Design Edge
Dynepic
Emmerse Studios
Exploding Kittens
Fantasy Flight Games
Fat Brain Toys
Fundamentally Children
Fuse London
Hasbro

Heayes Design/PlayLenz
Hub Games
Hush Hush Projects
IDEO Toy Lab
Itten
JMP Creative
Kickstarter
LEGO
littleBits

Making Things
Mookie Toys
More Games Please
Nextoy
Novalia
Open 2 Design
Pace Development
Pearl Games
Peru Meridian Studios

MOJO NATION 100
Poland: 1
UK: 44

Denmark: 2

France: 2

Austria: 1

Japan: 1
Hong Kong: 1
Spain: 1

Belgium: 2

Germany: 2

Switzerland: 1

USA: 41

Australia: 1

Pigzbe
Playtime PR
Prospero Hall
Reach Robotics
Seven Towns
SG Labs
Spin Master
Start Licensing
Storyball

Sweet Spot Studio
Tabletop Gaming
Tech Will Save Us
The Continuity Company
The Fantastic Factory
The Geek Tailor
The Marketing Store
The Toy Pioneers Club
TinkerTini

TOMY
Tourmaline Studio
Triclops Studio
UK Games Expo
Ulco Toy and Game Co
Unit Bricks
Wicked Cool Toys
Wild & Wolf
Worlds Apart

WowWee
Wren Games
Yulu
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“We endeavour to make each gram
of plastic earn its right to exist”
With shoppers becoming more environmentally conscious and the industry
boasting the potential to become more eco-friendly, we asked toy and game
creators what the design community can do to help make the toy space greener
In October 2018, the European Parliament backed a ban
on single-use plastics in a bid to combat pollution of the
oceans. While not directly affecting the mainstream toy
space (the move instead targets items like plastic cutlery,
cotton buds and straws), it does raise the issue of how our
industry can improve its track record when it comes to
‘eco-friendliness’.
LEGO have already outlined plans to use sustainable
materials in core products and packaging by 2030, and
some of the firm’s botanical elements (such as LEGO
leaves, bushes and trees) are already being made from
plant-based plastic sourced from sugarcane. Elsewhere,
more and more smaller firms like BioBuddi, Green Toys
and Plan Toys have appealed to eco-conscious shoppers
by being exclusively green when it comes to both product
materials and packaging.
As shoppers become more eco-conscious, and the
issue rises higher up manufacturers’ agendas, what role do
toy and game designers have to play in helping to make
the industry greener?
We asked
several prominent
figures in the toy
and game design
community for their
thoughts on how creators
can help reduce the carbon
footprint of the toy space.
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Ben Callicott,
Toy Pioneers Club
“It’s hard to argue
against it being a
priority, and we will see
more as the costs come
down. However, until that
point of mass adoption, we
can reduce the disposable nature of toys
through great design and the use of quality
materials. Making toys that are ‘too good’
to be thrown away - instead created to be
kept and passed down to future generations
- is in its own way, sustainable design.”
Fi Murray,
Making Things
“The capabilities
of producing
environmentally
conscious products have
been there for some time,
and there have been some
awesome brands leading the way for years,
but being a mass industry means it’s heavily
reliant on cost, feasibility and having a mass
audience who are ready to see ‘eco’ as a
feature worth paying for. But finally, it has
become part of our mindset through our
daily responsibilities at home, work and play
to protect the planet.
There’s another human behavior growing
that circles ‘eco’ - ‘living mindfully’. As
humans, we’re growing a distaste for too
much stuff (physical or digital), which isn’t
surprising when we see a new piece of
content every four seconds - we just haven’t
evolved as fast as the world we’re living in.
Traits from leading brands outside of the
industry like Patagonia will spread across
industries. Expect to see some high-end toy
and baby brands coming to the forefront
(selling less for more) and brands like
Crayola to prosper, as they have quality and
longevity at the heart of their brand.
‘Eco’ may result in the biggest industry
shake-up since the internet - bring it on!”

Luc Hudson,
Triclops Studio
“Eco-friendliness should
be higher up the agenda
for toy companies;
often it’s not even a
consideration.
While we always try to keep it in mind
when designing, the cost implications are
what deter any major changes from being
implemented. The recent ‘unboxing’ trend
has led to a ridiculous amount of singleuse packaging on some products and that
approach needs to be challenged.
The only way to change the industry is to
make it more expensive to be thoughtless
than it is to be eco-friendly. It feels like if
one toy company got ‘eco-friendly’ right
(and made it lucrative), others would follow.
There is more media coverage regarding
plastic waste and there is greater awareness
of the need for eco-friendly products, but
it doesn’t feel like the appetite is being
catered for by any of the major players in
the toy arena.
Unfortunately ‘worthy’ products don’t
necessarily appeal to the masses, so
perhaps the answer is to create all toys with
more consideration to the environment;
cut down on wasteful packaging, consider
producing locally to avoid the impact of
shipping from overseas and, where possible,
look to reduce single-use plastic.”
Rena Nathanson,
Bananagrams
“Eco-friendliness
should absolutely be
a priority and a given
responsibility for the toy
and game sector. We at
Bananagrams have insisted on
no or minimal excess packaging from the
beginning. Mass took some persuading,
as we refused to put our games in a box
or plastic, but our perseverance paid off in
the end!”

Matt Nuccio, Design Edge
“The decision to go green is
a lateral one. Manufacturers
have to be willing to absorb
the additional costs. While
reducing the footprint of a toy
or package can be considered
‘light green’ for reducing landfill, it also has the
added benefit of reducing cost of material and
freight. But it’s like throwing water balloons
at a fire. It’s not doing enough to irradiate the
compounding issues facing our environment.
Truly ‘green’ materials, for the most part, can
be far more costly than traditional materials. Many
manufacturers have no choice to avoid them,
considering the current market price mapping.
As a collective conscience, we all have to push
for eco-friendly, sustainable materials so that pricing
can meet a proper supply and demand. This is a
mission that we’re strongly focused on and our
clients, ranging from Mattel to kitchen table startups, all want to make it happen because they care.
Over the past decade, we’ve been fortunate
to work with companies outside of the toy
industry, such as Hanes Brands and P&G where
this has been a major issue. For them, every bit
of unnecessary waste needs to be taken into
consideration. We’ve learned to approach every
design with the intention of pushing the current
market acceptability to the next level.”
Steve Perrin, Seven Towns
“Where we can influence a
toy’s carbon footprint is in
its sustainability and value
through design.
The best way to ensure a toy
has a minimum impact on the
environment is to make toys that endure
the test of time. That doesn’t just mean being
durable; it means making toys that kids want to
keep forever.
My mantra is to endeavour to make each gram
of plastic earn its right to exist, and to create play
experiences that form memories children will
cherish. Do that and there’s a chance those toys
will endure for decades.”
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The One-Star Review
Creative consultant Deej Johnson looks at how toy and game firms and designers
can benefit enormously from embracing a theoretical one-star review of their ideas
Winston Churchill. Barack Obama. Bill Gates.
Three instantly recognisable names that
have all spoken to the tremendous value of
critical thinking.
The word critical, of course, has two
significant definitions: first, obviously, is offering
criticism. The second? Well, being in a critical
condition doesn’t mean lying in hospital complaining about the
ceiling tiles... Critical means vitally important.
As Churchill put it: “Criticism may not be agreeable but it is
necessary. It fulfils the same function as pain in the human
body. It calls attention to an unhealthy state of things.” I
couldn’t agree more.
Yet for reasons that only seem foolish to me, a great number
of people – professionals and amateurs alike – never invite that
attention. Instead, they often rush to get a product on sale, then
seem completely stunned by any negative feedback.
In fact, many remain so keen to duck criticism that they
dismiss reviewers as crackpots sooner than ask if the point is
valid. This is how we end up with impenetrable instructions,
game-play that makes no sense, and careless mistakes in
execution. It’s a crying shame: ego, enthusiasm and naivety
should never stop us hearing ugly truths that make ideas
more beautiful...
For these reasons, I often advise clients to make sure that their
creative process includes a stark and purposeful look at their idea.

And not, to be clear, in the half-assed way
that some bosses ask employees for
feedback. Rather, I suggest you happily
invite people to rip your ideas to shreds. Not
friends... Not family members... Not people to
whom you’re treating a curry! People that are
ready, willing and able to be brutal – just as an
unhappy customer might be.
This process bears a close resemblance to the approach of
using Amazon’s one-star product reviews as market research.
The big difference is, of course, that you here ask for the most
severe one-star review of your toy, game, book – whatever –
long before you actually try to sell it.
So how do you request this brutal feedback? It needs to be
done in a way that doesn’t cripple your confidence... Or, for
that matter, breed contempt for the poor sods that are helping
you! Actually, it’s pretty straightforward...
Whenever I ask for feedback, I first explain roughly what the
project is. For the sake of illustration, let’s imagine it’s a game. I
then say something along these lines: “I’d like you to do me a
favour... It won’t SOUND like a favour, but it is. I’d like you to
play this game with some people you know... And let me know
about anything you’re not sure of! If you think the game-play’s
too slow, for example, I want you to tell me. If I’ve not made
things clear in the instructions, I want you to tell me... If you
have any criticism at all, no matter how small or how brutal, I

“Ego, enthusiasm and naivety should never stop us
hearing ugly truths that make ideas more beautiful.”
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“The hard part is when the feedback actually
comes. You must shut your mouth and open
your mind. You must listen.”

want you to tell me! I want you to rip it apart; I want you to
give me every-possible one-star review before I hear it from
anybody else...”
Why does phrasing it this way work? It works because it makes
the person you’re asking feel that it’s completely safe to give
harsh feedback. Just as importantly, it means that the
information you get back is less likely to hurt your ego when the
hard part happens...
The hard part: that, if you haven’t guessed, is when the
feedback actually comes. You must shut your mouth and open
your mind. You must listen. Too many people are so clearly
rushing to have something ready for Toy Fair, or so desperate to
see their name on a game, that they deny and dismiss any
negative feedback. It’s painful to watch.
That’s not to say that you have to make changes
to your idea, of course! It means that you have to
listen to, understand and consider what you’re
hearing. But don’t argue. Don’t defend. Don’t start
wriggling and writhing and ducking and diving to
justify your choices. Simply keep in mind that a
theoretical one-star review might be the only
thing that prevents actual one-star reviews.

MOJO NATION 100

Protecting play
Issues around copycats is one of the key concerns for toy and game designers. WynneJones IP’s Victor Caddy explains how to best protect yourself, and your concepts
Who are Wynne-Jones IP and what can you
offer designers and toy firms?
Wynne-Jones IP is a long established firm
of Chartered and European Trade Mark,
Design and Patent Attorneys, based in
London, Cardiff, Cheltenham and Telford.
We are not just any ordinary IP firm.
Wynne-Jones IP provides its clients with the
best possible service and gives them peace of mind when it
comes to protecting IP.
Innovative designers and companies need to protect their
brands and technologies by Intellectual Property (IP), but the
world of trade marks, patents, copyright and design can be
quite baffling. Sometimes it can be dressed up in jargon that is
totally confusing.
At Wynne-Jones IP, we demystify IP and provide jargon free
advice - just plain and simple, commercially savvy advice. With
second to none knowledge spanning brands, products,
inventions, technology, software, IT and process knowledge,
Wynne-Jones IP are your safe pair of hands when it comes to
protecting IP assets in the toy and game industry.
What’s the main mistake designers and companies make
when going about protecting their IP?
In our experience, the biggest issue is those who fail to
protect the designs or their products at all. This gives them no
course of retraction if another individual or company copies
‘their’ property or to license them to third parties.

18

The thing to remember is that if you don’t protect yourself
or your brand, you can end up losing money, and even having
to spend in order to create some form of protection. Having
the correct IP rights in place can determine the market value
of a business and potentially create new revenue streams.
As more and more toys and game become fully fledged
brands, how can designers ensure their concept is protected
as it takes other forms like movies and TV shows?
Make sure that the scope of the IP protection is sufficiently
broad at the start. This is where we can offer a full strategic
service, particularly for start-ups who perhaps don’t
understand what they should have in place and the risks of
cutting corners or saving money.
Issues around IP can seem quite a daunting prospect. How
does Wynne-Jones IP look to make this process smoother?
Firstly, we don’t talk legal jargon. We like to create proper
working partnerships with our clients (affordably) and clearly
discuss the nature and value of each type of IP right which
ultimately provides a commercially effective and financially
viable strategy; this year will be particularly challenging for
large companies with in-house teams who will have to
re-work their multi-territory contracts as Brexit comes into
play. Ensuring contracts are drawn up to be UK specific and
entirely separate to an EU contract will be paramount in
ensuring ongoing and adequate protection once the final
break takes place.

MOJO NATION 100
Sponsored by

“The thing to remember is that if you
don’t protect yourself or your brand, you
can end up losing money. Having the
correct IP rights in place can determine
the market value of a business and
potentially create new revenue streams.”
19
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Innoventing
- a new era of inventing?
Making Things founder Fi Murray looks at how the role of the inventor is evolving
into something incorporating a blend of design, innovation and disruption
Innoventing
[in-oh-ven-ting]
Meaning:
The magic combination of inventing and innovating
simultaneously (a totally made up word!).
When you tell muggles (those not from the toy
industry) that you invent things for a living, a
few things cross their minds.
Firstly, “wow that’s cool” - whilst inside
they’re thinking “that can’t be a real job can
it?” Secondly, their brain automatically
conjures up an image of a wacky guy making
stuff in a shed - that sort of ‘Robin Williams in Flubber meets
Isaac Newton’ vibe.
However, as innovation and new ideas continue to take
center stage across businesses around the world, the very
premise of being an inventor in today’s era is evolving.
Speaking for both sides of inventing - reviewing and
submitting - I see a demand for businesses to have a mix of
inventor sources, from classic to new era.

20

Firstly, because great ideas can come from any source and
secondly, those sources and methods, be it in-house or
external, can provide different types of ideas.
There are the classic inventions (a magical new mech), the
innovations (a new animated IP or a board game that’s built a
fan base already from a crowdfunding site) and then there’s
both (Paw Patrol, the magical toy mech plus the story).
When you combine both, you get innoventing.
If you can create an idea that has the combination of
inventing (conceiving a unique idea) and innovation (executing
that unique idea so it has the ability to disrupt) then you’re
‘innoventing’ - you’ve gone beyond the raw invention and
shown the vision by applying it to a commercial market.
The image that pops into my head when I think of an
‘innoventor’ is a person and/or persons (men, women,
students, micro studios, mega agencies - whoever and
located wherever) with octopus like arms and multidisciplined minds to output all the eclectic creative skills and
disciplines needed to create awesome concepts.
I’m thinking Ursula meets Steve Jobs?!
And to all those muggles out there, it’s a real job...
I promise!
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“Speaking for both sides of
inventing - reviewing and
submitting - I see a demand for
businesses to have a mix of inventor
sources, from classic to new era.”
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Reinventing

invention

As one of the industry-leaders when it comes to working with outside innovators, we
caught up with Hasbro’s Senior Director of Global Product Acquisition, Rich Mazel, to
discuss why he believes diversity of thought is key to unearthing creativity
What do you see as the future of toy and game innovation?
At Hasbro, we’re committed to reinventing invention. Looking to
the future, we’re interested in new ideas from new voices and
appreciate that great ideas can come from anywhere.
Each person on this planet has their own unique blend of life
experiences that inform how they think, act, and feel – no two
people are exactly alike. It’s those differences that we want to
celebrate. It’s those differences that inspire fresh, fun ideas that
ultimately make great play experiences.

How do you approach outside innovation vs. in-house
design and development?
Outside innovation is incredibly important to our company,
and we take great pride in our legacy of working with
professional inventors, as well as companies and consumers,
to bring the world’s best play experiences to life.
We believe that outside creativity complements the work
we do as an organisation, and we love hearing from
people who aren’t part of our industry.

Who is invited to your Innovator events? Just toy inventors?
We’re interested in new ideas from anyone, anywhere, so this
year, we greatly expanded our Innovator Summit. For example,
we hosted a satellite rocket scientist! While not a toy inventor by
trade, she came to us with 20 ideas - some of which we are
actively exploring. We also hosted a shadow artist (yes, it’s a thing
and it’s really cool), several mom-ventors, and people from
around the world using technology in new and exciting ways.
We look for fresh, new, bold ideas which align with the future
of our business and brands. It’s our responsibility to bring in
complete left-field opportunities; those innovations we weren’t
looking for. As in most industries, this can lead to some radical
shifts, keeping our portfolio relevant and growing our brands.

Have you made any changes to your organisation to
support this approach?
At Hasbro, our Global Product Acquisition team, by
design, is more diverse today than ever before. As a
global company serving all markets, audiences, fans and
families around the world, diversity is a key element in a
successful innovation strategy.
As an industry, as a company and as a team, diversity is
key to unlocking innovation, and we invite everyone to
work together with us to continue to make that happen
We believe that diversity of thought is not only the right
thing to do, but leads us to the most exciting creative
solutions. Join us!

“Each person on this planet has their own unique blend of life experiences that
inform how they think, act and feel - no two people are exactly alike. It’s those
differences that inspire fresh ideas that ultimately make great play experiences ”
22
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Playmakers
2018 was a great year for Ooba, with a raft of new games hitting the market and recent
launches performing above expectations. We caught up with the team - Max Ford, Joeri
Hoste and Sally Jacobs – to find out what 2019 has in store and how they stay creative
How has 2018 been for Ooba?
We had a great year, both in getting new concepts and games
to market, as well as some of our recent launches performing
above our greatest expectations. Five Little Fish has gone from
strength to strength and its successor in the pre-school
category, Inch Worms, is off to a very solid start.
We have also been able to strengthen our partnerships with
distributors by developing joint strategy for specific game
categories in specific markets. We also set up an office in
Hong Kong to provide more structure and support to our
development and manufacturing.
Last year you said you wanted to bolster your pre-school
and family games portfolio. What are your aims for 2019?
We still have a lot of work to do in that area as pre-school and
family are fast becoming the most important categories for
our business, so we’re definitely maintaining focus there. That
being said, we’re also exploring categories new to us with
games such as D’lerium (party dice game), Stakz (light abstract
strategy tile game) and Go Bongo! (party card game).
We want to remain nimble so we can pursue concepts and
games we’re passionate about while we’re growing the
business, and we are staffing up to support that growth.
Do you think the games space is in a good place creatively at
the moment?
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The games space is very saturated at the moment, which
makes it a tough area to be in, especially as traditional retail
cuts their consumer offering. However it is so diverse that it’s
still bound to be in a good place in regards to creativity.
Whether you are designing skill and action games based on
social media sensations or new ways to look at classic
gameplay, there are so many new and creative ways to look at
game development and getting your concept to market.
The consumer is also more diverse than ever before, with
new consumers exploring game categories as a backlash to
screen time and in need of social interaction. Therefore we
are seeing new gamers emerging of all ages and genders, and
this allows us all to look at games in new and creative ways.
How does the Ooba team stay creative?
On a daily basis we are constantly looking at trends,
researching the consumer, playing games, browsing the web,
being inquisitive and having fun. All of these things inspire us
with ideas and keep us creative.
We also have quite a few children between us of varying
ages and therefore we do lots of game playing. Being around
children helps you stay young and definitely inspires new
ideas. Getting away from the desk is another good way to be
creative; whether it is visiting trade shows, doing store checks,
meeting inventors, keeping up with other industries or just
getting outdoors.

What’s the best thing about working in the games space?
Playing games and meeting people. At Ooba, we love playing
games and we find gaming is a great way of breaking the ice
and meeting new and inspirational people. We also love the
fact the games space is so diverse, you can be flipping
pancakes one day to pretending to be a moose the next.
Do you work with outside designers on products, and if so,
why should designers bring their concepts to Ooba?
Yes, we work with designers and inventors from around the
world. Ooba is, after all, an extension of NPD Partnership,
which celebrates its 30th anniversary of game development
and licensing this year.
We’re thoroughly familiar with the slings and arrows of
independent game designer life and the need for solid

partnerships. We pride ourselves in valuing and supporting the
inventor community for the innovation within the toy and
game industry.
We love seeing new ideas and would be happy to hear from
both first-time and professional inventors alike. We have no
restrictions regarding brands and licenses so we are free to
explore any type of tabletop gaming.
The Ooba team are happy to review the wackiest ideas and
to work closely with designers and inventors to develop those
ideas into fantastic mass-market games.
Our modest slate of projects each year ensures each
gets the focus and attention that both the concept and the
inventor deserves.
The reach of sales network increases day by day with our
games being sold through both distribution and direct-toretail partners worldwide.
Drop us a note at info@oobagames.com and hopefully we
can partner up!
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Don’t just discover
the next top brands.
Experience them.
Brands Untapped is a new event for the global licensing industry, launching in March
2020. A two-day experiential brand showcase, the event will see specially invited guests,
including the toy and game community, experience 25 exciting brands, each of which are
on the lookout for licensing partnerships across a wide range of categories. Rather than
simply telling potential partners about your top brands, Brands Untapped gives brand
owners the chance to build an experience around them, enabling collaborations to
flourish in a creative, immersive environment.
Each licensor will be given an area to showcase
their chosen brand in, as well as an opportunity to
launch an experience that best translates the values
of the property.
This could be a masterclass for delegates to watch,
a fun activation for potential partners to engage with
or even a piece of the brand they can take away. The
key is that it’s experience-led. Brands Untapped is
all about immersing partners in the brand – so let’s
think outside the box!
And just as the brands involved will be curated, so
too will be the delegates.
Each brand owner involved will provide a wishlist
outlining the categories they want their brand to be
engaging with. The Brands Untapped team will then
make a concerted effort to bring licensees, agents,
retailers and designers from the relevant industries to
the event, ensuring brands are being engaged with by
the most appropriate partners.

The evening of the first day will also play host to a
networking event, designed to further get delegates
hands on with all participating brands.
Finally, the show will boast a specially curated Brand
Art show. Each brand exhibitor will be invited to create
and contribute a piece of original art featuring their
chosen brand. These artworks will feature in a special
gallery area and will be offered for sale via a silent
auction with all funds raised going to a charity partner.
The spirit of Brands Untapped will be one that
encourages creating fresh contacts and doing
business in an immersive setting that transforms
‘run-of-the-mill’ meetings into experiences.
If you have a brand that you’d like to put in-front of
potential partners in this way, we’d love to hear from you.
For more information contact
ian@startlicensing.co.uk
or billy@mojo-nation.com
27
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Toy

revolution

Worlds Apart’s head of R&D and product design,
James Austin-Smith, looks at the revolution that’s
changing mainstream toy design (for the better)

I often compare my job (of coming up with
new toy ideas) with Einstein’s quotation: “The
definition of insanity is doing the same thing
over and over and expecting different
results.” Each new cycle we try to come up
with things that kids will be excited and surprised
at: we start from the same points and for the same audience
with the same variables in the same world. But change is very
much in the air…
There is no doubt that revolution is afoot in the world of
mainstream toy design. There used to be some common
variables across our industry; you can still hear it now when
pitching ideas or having ideas pitched to you: So what does
the TV ad look like? How can I deliver a ‘wow’ moment in ten
seconds? The try me feature has to be awesome! So many of
these questions were about driving that single golden
moment when a toy takes a child’s breath away. But that
moment was located in store or on TV – before it’s bought so often that great TV moment was pretty much all a toy
would do.
These highly promotable toys risk becoming a perfectly
cost engineered herd of one trick ponies. How much play is
left? Our end users are children. They are growing up in a
world of choice and luscious digital playgrounds, so how long
does ten seconds of ‘wow’ really keep them entertained for
once they own it? How “good” is that kind of toy design?
Commercial mindedness to one side – toy design is for the
kids isn’t it? How do you make that toy their favourite? What
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makes them connect emotionally? Why will they take it
everywhere? How do you capture their imaginations longer
term? (Commercial mindedness back in – and have them
coming back for more and recommending to their friends?).
Licensing gives them a story to retell, but for any new IP life is
way more challenging.
And so to the revolution. The world is changing. Fast.
YouTube takes a bigger wedge of behavioural pie than linear
TV. Netflix allows kids to be a series’ biggest fan for a weekend
and then move on completely to be a super fan of something
else. Video games on consoles or tablets or phones capture
the imagination of even pre-school gamers.
Some kids don’t even see our TV ads anymore – they simply
aren’t watching. They are told about the best new toys by their
favourite influencers online, and ten seconds won’t cut it forget the ‘wow’ moment, content is king.
Permutations, surprises, uniqueness, shinies and rarity
are the currency of this new form of marketing. And it
changes everything.

“Some kids don’t see our TV ads anymore
- they are told about the best new toys by
their favourite influencers.”

Now toys need depth; they need layers. They still need to
be communicable and make a great ad, but it isn’t enough on
its own. All those amazing mechanisms and novel ideas will be
shown countless times online – they have to be fun even after
they are impressive.
And reviews count – everyone’s opinion will be heard, be it
on Amazon or in the “comments below”. The loudest
reviewers are the influencers trying to describe why a toy is so
great, or putting on mock surprise as they discover they have
the super-ultra-mega-rare glitter accessory inside that colour
change, scented, code-accessed secret vac-sealed bag.
Unboxing now shows us if a toy is really any good.
But it’s great! If it takes ten minutes to watch a good
influencer video that shows off all the play in a shiny new toy,
then kids are getting sixty times more play inspiration than the
ten second ad they used to watch straight away.
There is increased pressure on the packaging to be a part of
the play, not just part of the sell, and as designers chase their
product costs, they know the packaging is expensive. So it’s
about time that this should bring the kids some fun too (they

paid for it). Toys
marketed this way are
actively designed to
be played with, not
just marketed - it is a
huge step.
Our industry is stepping up to the challenge beautifully.
Ingenious reveals, mind boggling variables of collection,
interactive packaging, interesting finishes, tactile materials,
complicated gameplay, unusual narratives and so much more.
As a child of the Eighties, I remember so many cool toys.
While there were accompanying TV shows with them back
then, it always felt hand-in-hand.
As a toy designer and a parent, I always hoped we could go
back to a time where toys had to be actually cool to kids, not
just look cool to kids. It feels like we might be there again and
I can’t wait to see the wave of crazy play innovation that will
land industry-wide over the next couple of years in this brave
new world!
Exciting times say I.
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Inside the world’s largest

toy manufacturer
Despite its product not being on shelves, as the company responsible for
creating McDonald’s’ Happy Meal toys, The Marketing Store is the world’s
largest manufacturer of toys. We caught up with Ben Poate, the firm’s
Vice President of Sustainability and Innovation, to find out how the team
stay the creative when coming up with over 300 toy designs every year

Who is The Marketing Store?
We are a consumer engagement agency who believes in the
power of experience to build brands. We have offices around
the world, but our Strategic and Creative lead offices are
Chicago, London and Hong Kong.
For those who may be unaware, can you talk us through the
relationship between The Marketing Store and McDonald’s?
TMS has partnered with McDonald’s for over 30 years,
providing strategic services based on consumer insights and
understanding for family, retail and promotion across many of
McDonald’s categories. Beyond this, we support McDonald’s
with licensing, trends, product design and production for the
Happy Meal toy and experience.
We are the world’s largest toy manufacturer and a trusted
partner for McDonald’s, with sole responsibility for Happy
Meal sourcing and production. This service is enhanced with
the support of our parent company HAVI, who deliver end-toend supply chain solutions, including forecasting, analytics and
logistics – giving us a 360 overview of the whole process.
We were also privileged to be recognised by McDonald’s
with the first ever ‘Global Supplier of the Year award’ at the
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2018 McDonald’s convention for our work on the Happy Meal
business – something we are all immensely proud of!
What is the key to a great Happy Meal toy?
Simply put, we look at what puts a smile on your face! We
look at what’s engaging and what drives a positive reaction
– that doesn’t necessarily have to be anything complex. Our
scale allows us to get great toy value, function and quality.
Beyond the toy, the value we offer often includes unique
access to content to facilitate classic play patterns including
collectability, creativity and role-play.
TMS is also dealing with different licences and brands for
almost every project. What’s the key to creating great
licensed product?
We develop over 300 unique toy designs a year, working on
up to 40 different licence partners (e.g Universal Studios,
Pixar, Disney etc), as well as unlicensed toy ranges. We use
data, our in-house experts, and kids and family trends to
identify the core tenants of the property and how we can use
technology and innovation to best bring them to life for our
consumers in a safe and fun way.

Sponsored by

JOURNEY OF A TOY

You’re dealing with a much faster rate of production with
Happy Meal toys than most toy manufacturers have to work
with. How is the development process tailored to ensure a
smooth, efficient turnaround?
Our global R&D and Innovation team work offline and
alongside inventors and technology partners to feed our
creative teams with ideas and inspiration. This allows us to
fast track our concepting phase and continue evolving our
designs for price and function throughout the model
development stage.
Our production timelines are critical to hit volume targets
and promotional windows. Our industry-leading production
oversight ensures safety and quality processes are not
compromised throughout this stage, and our HAVI integration
with the whole supply chain means we have end-to-end
oversight from factory to the restaurant.

What are some of the key challenges that you face?
Anticipating consumer trends and expectations can be
challenging with long production lead times. We are constantly
looking to find ways to offer improved flexibility and speed to
market; staying fresh and delivering creative excellence.
Like every industry, our people are critical to our success. It’s
important to get that balance of experience and knowledge of
the system vs. new ideas, fresh blood and energy.
How would you describe the creative culture at TMS?
Fun and fast-paced! We are cross-functional team of creatives
and industry professionals working across a mix of global
brands and experiences.
We are constantly challenging ourselves and our ideas,
getting closer to the best consumer experience – all positively
impacting your engagement with that brand.
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The Art of the Pitch
Darren Lee Phillipson, Vice President of Global Product Design at Alpha Group,
looks at how a creative approach to pitching can make all the difference
During the course of my career, I have been
fortunate enough to be involved in hundreds
of product and content pitches. Having
worked for an invention company and
various toy manufacturers and licensors, I
have had the opportunity to experience
pitching on both sides of the fence.
Alpha Group is a full 360° entertainment/toy
company and as such, we see dozens of pitches
every year for new animated content. We are also
actively involved in pitching to licensing partners in
the hope of securing the master toy rights to new
and existing intellectual properties.
Over the past couple of years, Alpha Group
has pitched for a number of different properties
and in particular, I wanted to highlight two
pitches that really stand out in my mind.
Firstly, one of the most fun pitches I have ever
been involved in revolved around a fresh, new property
called Massive Monster Mayhem. Alpha Group has a
great relationship with DHX Media and they wanted us
to take a look at one of their new TV shows that they
had in development.
The premise of Massive Monster Mayhem involves
real life kids competing in a series of elimination
challenges, with the ultimate hero facing off against
one of the Massive Monster Superstars. We
immediately fell in love with this concept and the
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design and marketing teams were eager to get stuck into the
pitch materials.
The TV show is filled with awesome action and tons of
irreverent humour, so we knew we really had to think
differently about the action figure and role-play categories if
we were going to be awarded the toy rights.
We started out with the goal that the toys needed
to replicate the ‘Massive’ nature of the TV show.
Everything we developed would be oversized and OTT.
We decided we couldn’t simply design plain old action
figures, so we came up with the concept for “Smacktion”
figures! We also wanted to break away from the
normal role-play toy category, and so the team
came up with a really fun way to capture this
with the idea of creating a product segment
called ABS: ‘Armour Up - Bash ‘em Up Smash ‘em Up’.
We knew we had some fantastic toy
concepts and we wanted to make sure that we framed
our pitch to DHX Media with the right environment. You
need to deliver an immersive presentation to really help
demonstrate your passion and understanding of the
property. We ultimately found the perfect location in a
hotel in NYC. The industrial theme of the room, together
with very high ceilings, gave us a superb canvas to
recreate the world of Massive Monster Mayhem.
With some creative thinking and a ton of foamcore
board, we were able to transform the room into an
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“For the presentation, I wanted to turn Nickelodeon’s
conference room into a gigantic SpongeBob character.
Initially, my team thought I was crazy, but we had to try!”

out-of-this-world experience. We had massive
12 feet high monsters, smoke machines,
lasers and even real working airlock doors
that slid open and acted as an entrance to
the room. Suffice to say the pitch was
epic and we were very proud to be
awarded the global master toy rights.
Our next pitch was very different but just
as much fun. We were extremely excited
when Nickelodeon asked us to pitch for
global master toy rights for SpongeBob SquarePants.
This was a dream come true for many of us on the
team as we are all huge fans of the show.
Again, we knew we would have to tackle this pitch
with a whole new approach if we were to be
successful. Our pitch took place at the Nickelodeon

offices in New York City. For this presentation, I
wanted to turn Nickelodeon’s conference room into
a gigantic SpongeBob character. Initially, my team
thought I was crazy, but we had to try. The night
before the pitch, the team constructed (again,
with a liberal use of foamcore) a giant
SpongeBob wall. The crowning glory was the
transformation of the TV which became a
pair of animated SpongeBob eyes along
with a huge 3D nose.
The next day, even before our presentation had started,
the word had spread around the offices about our
set-up. We had dozens of employees stopping by just for
a photo opportunity. We knew we were off to a good
start with the pitch and we are now thrilled to be the
new global master toy partner on all SpongeBob toys.
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Play stations
The secret weapon for many toy firms, invention studios and design agencies are
responsible for some of the industry’s most successful, and creative, launches from
the last 12 months. We caught up with figures from Bang Zoom, Open 2 Design
and Sweet Spot Studio Inc to learn more about how 2018 was for them
What’s been some of your big successes (that you can tell us
about!) from over the past 12 months?
Steve Fink, Owner, Bang Zoom (top): Bang Zoom had some
fun stuff shipping in 2018! Treasure X from Moose is
exciting because it’s another boys brand we get to
partner with the amazing players at Moose on. We are
also proud to have Little Live Pets Hatching Dragon and
Rollie My Kissing Puppy with Moose too. One of my
favourite Barbie dolls we have invented also shipped last
year: Flying Wings Fairy (the wings fly off the doll like a
real butterfly). We also invented a new doll line,
Hairdorables, by Just Play, and that’s off to a great start. A
very BIG item we have out is the Jurassic Rex Imaginext
set by Fisher Price...it’s huge! Then we have some new
games, like Chow Crown and Speech Breaker, both by
Hasbro. Chow Crown is crazy; it’s like the weirdest,
funniest food challenge game.
Matt Burtonwood, Director, Open 2 Design (middle): We
managed to get something picked up for development at the
Mojo Pitch event. That felt like a big vote of confidence in what
we do. Work for hire we always be the heart of what we do,
but this year will wanted to start putting our toe in the water in
the inventor space and see if we had something to offer. Like a
lot of agencies, and creatives in general, we all think we’re
sitting on a great idea. So it was nice to put some time into a
few things and see how they went down.
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Jon and Sarah Vanderbeek, Co-Founders, Sweet Spot
Studio Inc (bottom): Our Thomas products with FisherPrice hit the shelves in 2018. We picked up
an award from Mattel for one of
those. We’ve got a big thing
coming up with Hasbro and we’ve
licensed product with Moose and
Spin Master for the first time. Up to
now, we’d licensed to Hasbro, Mattel
and a bunch of smaller
companies, so we’ve probably
more than doubled the number of
companies we’re working with over the last 12 months.
How do you assess the state of creativity in the
industry at present?
JV & SV: It seems that companies are playing
it safe, but then in the games space, it feels
like we’re back in the Eighties with these crazy
pooping games like Flushin Frenzy and Don’t Step
In It, which are really creative. So in games, there’s
lots of creative stuff going on. But the industry has to
be super, super creative moving forward to get over the
huge pinch of costs we’re facing, because the industry is
getting too expensive – soon you won’t be able to do a $20
item with anything in it. So it is getting more creative in some
ways, but safer in others.
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”Some companies are playing it safe,
but in the games space, it feels like
we’re back in the Eighties with lots
of these crazy, creative games like
Flushin Frenzy and Don’t Step In It.”
MB: I’m interested in how tech is finally starting to find its place
in toys in a compelling way. Previously it’s all felt a bit superficial.
I wonder if the lack of physical shelf space in bricks and mortar
stores has made it less of an issue for buyers to work out what
aisle to stick the product in. I saw two presentations from Tech
Will Save Us last year and they have blown me away.
SF: Creativity-wise I assess it as ‘awesome’ to ‘very
awesome’. There’s so much cool stuff out there, and it
seems to keep coming. It’s very exciting to walk the
aisles of retail and see new things pop up all the time.
The Girls category in particular is a creativity festival!
What’s been the biggest change to the way you
work as an agency over the last five years?
SF: We are much more strategic and focused over the
last five years. We are still all over the place and bouncing off
the walls, but there’s much more of a method to our madness.
MB: We drink more coffee. My Cintiq has got bigger. I feel like
not much else has changed! We still get up do the same thing
and go home. It’s an awesome job. I guess we’re doing less by
hand, more digitally. But essentially it’s a swap of pens for
stylus. The process is still much the same.
JV & SV: We focus more and we’re more selective in what we
work on and who we work with. We started out in Halloween
and giftware, and after five years of doing anything, the next
five years we decided to focus on the toy stuff that we were
good at. Recently, it’s become more targeted towards Star
Wars, Marvel, Thomas, vehicles and strategic partnerships.
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Rejection,
challenges
and retail
The Fantastic Factory’s David Snow looks at
the cycle of success and rejection in life as
an invention company, and how designers
can apply their own creativity to help
revamp tired game aisles

Image courtesy of Firebox.com
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To paraphrase Charles Dickens: “It was the
best of times, it was the worst of times”. You
could use this to sum up the business of
designing toys and games, but really it’s a
great way to spend your working day. It’s fun,
rewarding and can be lucrative.
It also has its challenges like any other business. It’s the
challenges that excite us most, and how we, at The Fantastic
Factory, overcome these challenges has seen us at our most
productive. It is true what my old boss Steve Reece once told
me when I started working for him: “What doesn’t kill you
makes you stronger.” And while Steve did try to kill me on a
number of occasions (that’s for another time), it is something
that we hold true today.
We started out life as a concept company; selling our ideas to
distributors. Rejection was a daily occurrence. You try and
understand why your ideas have been rejected; in some cases
you are given a reason, sometimes not. When you get feedback,
it’s great because you can use this to work on the idea and
improve it. When you get nothing, it makes understanding the
decision harder, but you respect that decision and move on.
We worked as a concept company for a number of years
and tried to work out how we could improve on our hit rate,
given our rejection rate was high. We decided we needed to
find a manufacturing solution in order to present our ideas as
finished products, or certainly strong mock ups. If you want
challenges in your life, try and work with factories all over
China from the UK! After a year of trying to work this way, we
decided the pricing and quality just wasn’t there and we
needed to find a partner with skills in manufacturing to help us.
Never be afraid to realise that you need help in this business,
there is always someone you can ask in our industry that will
gladly help you. We found that very person and 18 months later
we are represented in 25 countries with product on shelves - all
because we had the desire to believe in what we were doing
and never gave up on finding a solution to the challenges.
Along the way we have made tough decisions and have given
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up on ideas, but the
desire to find solutions was
too strong. Steve was, and still is,
right most of the time.
During the first five years of business, we
looked regularly at the space given to games and how
products are displayed at retail. The majority of stores put
games at the back of the shop and all of the excitement is in
the boys/girls/construction/pre-school aisle.
We saw cool packaging of action figures, exciting girls toy
packaging, pre-school items that wow’d on shelf, and then we
would arrive at the games aisle and see square boxes in all
different colours and styles; great to merchandise, (I used to
work for Hasbro and merchandise games with my retailers in
this way), but not great to look at. So much innovation in games
is hidden inside closed boxes, while excitement was happening
elsewhere in store.
So we made a conscious decision when manufacturing to
make our games stand out against our competitors. We showed
a game called Stupid Deaths in a gravestone box; not ground-

breaking, but different enough. We sold
the game on first show and it’s doing rather
well in stores. We then showed games in takeaway
packaging which again sold on the first show. Now not
everything sold first time, but we have proved that doing
something a little bit different can be effective and you should
always believe in what you are doing.
We are still to this day being told that retailers won’t like this
packaging or that packaging, and whilst I agree, I have to say
‘don’t buy it’ and I will endeavour to find a partner that will
embrace a different product pack to offer their retailers
something different. As the retail world is now competing with
the online stores, they need to be forward thinking in order to
move away from square boxes to create some excitement in an
aisle that is traditionally, and ironically, the least exciting in-store.

“As the retail world is now competing with online stores, they need to
be forward thinking and move away from square boxes to create some
excitement in an aisle that is traditionally the least exciting in-store.”
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“It’s clear there is a huge market for something to not only
put a smile on your face, but to put a smile on all your
followers’ faces via an appropriate Instagram post or Tweet.”

Twenty-eight
is the new eight
Heayes Design’s Richard Heayes takes a look at the booming market for adults
buying toys and games, and why toy firms, and designers, should take note
There are a few growth drivers in the toy
business right now, but one that is
breaking down barriers is the adult toy
and games market.
With young adults staying single for
longer, having kids later - or not at all and looking for something to de-stress
from their busy, digitally infused lives, toys
are providing the pivot back to their inner
eight-year-old. But this time they don’t have to
hope Santa will deliver as they have all the cash
they need.
Games like the refreshed Fireball Island board
game and the content laden £200-plus
Gloomhaven are ticking all the right boxes.
The £250 LEGO Technic Bugatti Chiron is
so cool that you kind of convince yourself
and your other half that it’s an
investment piece only. Drones are
really just the RC helicopters we all
wished for, but knew we’d probably
write it off on Boxing Day.
And it’s not just boys toys
either. There are many female-

driven collectables like the range of Pusheen vinyls from
Thumbs Up.
However, any trip to Firebox, ThisIsWhyImBroke or other
similar sites shows the breadth of toy and gift product available
and the novelty that goes into much of it. It’s clear there is a
huge market for something to not only put a smile on your
face, but to put a smile on all your followers’ faces via an
appropriate Instagram post or Tweet.
The biggest difference here is the price point.
Where the regular toy business starts to squeal over £40, this
market is very price fluid. If it’s super cool, then the price
ceiling is Sistine Chapel high. I’ve seen so many failed concepts
which were aimed at kids and had to be sub £20 that would
work so well as more adult-targeted, where £50 plus would be
just fine.
For the games business, it’s clear that many students will
club together for a good party or tabletop game. If it delivers
the fun, then a tenner each is seen as good value and for a
house of four to six students, that can buy you a lot of fun.
With the birth-rate continuing to fall across the affluent
global markets, it’s clear to me that toy companies need a
proper strategy on how to tap this market. But they will also
realise they are up against gift companies who operate on
super fast turnarounds with arguably more innovative thinking.
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ABI FERNANDEZ-FITO,
Product Designer, Ridley’s Games, Wild & Wolf

TOM YAMAZAKI,
Research and
Development, TOMY
International (EU
Division)
An influential veteran of toy design at
TOMY International having been with
the firm for over 20 years (in different
roles across the company and the
world), Tom Yamazaki brings a global
influence to his approach to design
at the firm. A deep thinker and expert
in how toddlers and younger children
really engage with products,
Yamazaki has been credited with being
a thoughtful creator who truly
considers the value a quality product
brings to consumers, and to kids. ‘Tom
is a champion for developing
engaging, fun and rewarding
experiences in the pre-school
category,’ stated one of his peers.

Abi Fernandez-Fito, nicknamed “Chaucer” for
her classical, ye olde style English first drafts for
games copy, joined the Ridley’s Games team in
2016 and has risen to the role of Product Manager. A
pop culture lover, she’s always dreaming up wacky ideas and is
the creative genius behind the theme for Ridley’s Sumo Slam.
‘Leading the product development and management charge
across the Ridley’s portfolio, she’s definitely the glue that holds
the Ridley’s team together and ensures that everyone is
actually working to deadline and not just playing games!’ stated
one nominator.

ADAM FAIRLESS,
Chief Design Officer, WowWee
Adam Fairless is Chief Design Officer at WowWee, based in their La
Jolla California office. Fairless has been working in the toy industry for 12
years, preceded by a six year stint in the UK automotive industry. The last 12 months
have been another fruitful period for Fairless, who one nominator described as being
‘a kid at heart’. One recent success has been his expansion of WowWee’s Untamed
brand, its IP and soon-to-be-launched spin-off products. “Adam is responsible for the
absolute cool factor of almost everything WowWee touches that is a character; in
design aesthetic and so much more,” said one of Fairless’ peers.

TODD KASS,
Sr. Manager, Paw Patrol Design, Spin Master LA
Based at Spin Master’s LA office, Todd Kass looks after the world’s biggest pre-school property in Paw
Patrol. Kass actually helped to create Paw Patrol, working on the TV show and first wave of products, as well
as leading the development of themes including Jungle Patrol, Air Patrol, Mission Paw, Sea Patrol, Ultimate
Rescue and future themes coming soon. Under Kass’ leadership, the Spin Master design team won two Toy of
the Year awards in 2018 for Paw Patrol products: Vehicle of the Year for its Paw Patrol Sea Patroller and Pre-school Toy
of the Year for the Paw Patrol My Size Lookout Tower. ‘Todd is the most cool headed, super high output designer I have
ever encountered,’ stated a fan of his work.
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TAMMY SOUTHGATE,
Lead Product Designer, Interplay
Tammy Southgate was lead creative
at Worlds Apart until June 2018, when
she headed out on her own as a
freelance concept, product designer and part time
inventor, before joining Interplay UK earlier this year.
Whilst in-house at Worlds Apart, Southgate was
instrumental in the conception and development of
many of firm’s recent success stories, including
Scruff-a-Luvs, Selfie Mic and Dreamtown to name but
a few. ‘She is quirky, positive, passionate and always
insanely creative,’ stated one of her peers, adding:
“She is always a complete pleasure to work with.”

CHRIS BURT,
Senior Product Manager, Bladez Toyz
Chris Burt has a wealth of experience in Boys Toys, having
headed up the Action Man design team for Hasbro in the late Nineties
and early Noughties, helping to mentor industry stalwarts like TOMY’s
Alpesh Patel and Triclops’ Rob Ames. Now a key member of the Bladez
Toyz team, one nominator stated: “Chris continuously brings fresh ideas
throughout all R&D project stages.His talent, perspective and wealth of
toy industry knowledge has a significant impact on all the firm’s work.”
ANNETTE FIELD,
Design Director, FUSE London
As Design Director at FUSE London, Annette Field has been
instrumental to some of the invention company’s biggest hits over
the years. Having been with FUSE since 2010, Field has enjoyed
many successes in her time with the company, and recent
highlights have seen her play a key role in the
development process of items including the
Cabbage Patch Lil Sprouts micro line, Spin Master’s
Cool Maker Kumi Kreator and Easy Braids from
Character Options.

DR GRAEME FRASER-BELL, CEO, Accentuate Games
and FIONA FRASER-BELL, Sales and Marketing
Director, Accentuate Games
Siblings Graeme and Fiona Fraser-Bell are the team
behind the accent-guessing party game Accentuate.
From no games design experience at all, the duo went
on to appear on BBC2’s Dragons’ Den, became Peter
Jones’ most successful games investment and
secured a foothold at John Lewis for both Accentuate
and their most recent success story, the word game
of the elements, FReNeTiC.

EMILY TUTEUR,
Director of Product Design, littleBits
Emily Tuteur is the director of product design at littleBits, the awardwinning platform of electronic blocks that empowers everyone to
create inventions. As a founding member of littleBits, Tuteur has been
involved in the creation of 13 kits and led the team that designed the
Droid Inventor Kit, which won Creative Toy of the Year at the 2018
TOTY Awards. She leads the littleBits team in development of
gender neutral products, and as a result of her efforts, the
firm has been able to get almost 40% girls using its
products, four times more than the industry average.
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SEBASTIEN DUJARDIN,
Head of Pearl Games
Since launching Pearl Games
back in 2010, Sebastien
Dujardin has worked hard to
ensure the firm’s portfolio of
games reflects the team’s
passions via original mechanics
and a variety of evocative
worlds. Dujardin himself
created the firm’s cult-classic
Troyes, and he spent seven
years developing the firm’s latest success story, Solenia, an
elegant resource management game that has earned plaudits
for a unique cyclical ‘conveyor-belt’ approach to an in-game
day-and-night cycle.

ALPESH PATEL,
VP Global Toy Design, TOMY
2018 proved to be a big year for
TOMY’s Alpesh Patel as he took on
the role of VP of Global Toy Design
with the company. Patel, a much
loved member of the toy design
community, has been with TOMY since
2013, where he started as design director
before becoming the firm’s Head of R&D for US &
Europe back in 2017. “He’s doing a great job as the firm’s
VP of Global Toy Design,” stated one of his peers, while
another added: “I’m lucky enough to know what’s
incoming from TOMY and it’s really, really good, so
Alpesh absolutely deserves recognition for all his hard
work over the last year or two.”
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TANYA THOMPSON,
Director of Product Acquisition and Inventor Relations,
Games, Hasbro
Hasbro has enjoyed great success in the games category
over the last few years, and key to that success is the work
of Tanya Thompson. As the firm’s Director of Product
Acquisition and Inventor Relations for the games sector,
Thompson boasts far-reaching connections in the global
inventor community and is an expert in game sourcing.
She has been responsible for overseeing the firm’s
impressive growth in the gaming category, as well as
driving success in the social media space, by securing
recent hits like Chow Crown and Don’t Step In It.

PIERRE ORTOLAN,
CEO, Asmodee Digital
‘When it comes to digital adaptations of board
games – no-one does it better than Asmodee
Digital,’ stated one nominator, and this past year
has seen the team, led by Pierre Ortolan, take steps
into an exciting new territory. Arkham Horror Mother’s
Embrace is the first game from Asmodee Digital that isn’t a
direct adaptation of a board game. Instead, this title is a brand
new adventure game set in Fantasy Flight’s Arkham Files
universe. ‘It’s exciting to see a developer taking such bold
steps with a forward-thinking attitude, and hopefully it brings
more people into the hobby,’ added one voter.
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JAMES AUSTIN-SMITH,
Head of R&D and Product
Design, Worlds Apart
James Austin-Smith heads up R&D
and product design at Worlds Apart. He has led
the creative team on a wide range of successful
products, with recent hits including the
Scruff-a-Luvs plush range. ‘James mixes
limitless curiosity with a passion for the new,’
said one of his peers, adding: ‘He was born to
design toys - he lives and breathes it.’

BRIAN CHAPMAN,
President of Global Design and
Development, Hasbro
Having been with Hasbro for over
25 years, Brian Chapman is a hugely
influential and inspirational figure, and is
responsible for driving the firm’s aim to create
the world’s best play experiences. Chapman has
built the creative culture at Hasbro through key
inspiration events and initiatives, and drives
creativity and innovation throughout the
organisation. ‘Brian spearheads all design and
development at Hasbro and deserves a place in
the 100 as he has helped foster an openness to
outside innovation,’ stated one of his peers.

FILIPPO YACOB,
Founder and CEO, Pigzbe and
Primo Toys
2018 saw Primo Toys’ Filippo Yacob
embark on a new mission: to give kids
financial superpowers. This spark paved the way
for Pigzbe, a part physical/part digital ‘piggywallet’ that uses a family-friendly cryptocurrency
called Wollo. Pigzbe pairs a physical device with
an app that turns gifting and saving into a game,
while allowing families to transfer as little as 1p
between one another globally. Pigze landed on
Kickstarter in October 2018, smashing its goal
of $50,000 in just eight hours, and it looks set
to match the success of the coding robot
Cubetto, Yacob’s first foray into toys.
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SILAS ADEKUNLE,
CEO and Co-Founder,
Reach Robotics
For the past four years,
Reach Robotics has been
developing MekaMon,
the world’s first gaming
robot. MekaMon
launched in November
2017, bringing the real
and virtual worlds
together for next level
gaming, with cuttingedge robotics and
augmented reality. 2018
saw the company debut
MekaMon V2, a revamp
benefitting from a
software overhaul and
hardware updates. Under
Adekunle’s leadership,
the firm has created a
fresh, new experience
that ensures Reach
remain at the forefront of
innovative consumer
robotic development.

DARREN LEE PHILLIPSON,
VP of Global Product Design, Alpha Group
Never satisfied with re-packaging old ideas,
Alpha’s Darren Lee Phillipson always looks to
push the boundaries of new products,
approaching product development from
refreshingly unconventional directions. His
creative vision has seen the firm secure several
big wins over the past year, including signing as
the master toy partner for Massive Monster
Mayhem and SpongeBob SquarePants. The firm’s
product design clout has also been recognised
with two TOTY 2019 nominations for Terra-Sect
and Massive Monster Mayhem Bash Weapons.
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GAUTE MUNCH, Technology Product Director,
LEGO Systems and ERIK HANSEN, Senior
Innovation Director, LEGO Systems
2018 proved to be a standout year for the tech
team at LEGO, with Gaute Munch and Erik
Hansen nominated for a European Inventor
Award. The accolade celebrates figures that
have made significant contributions to
advancing technology and creating
employment in Europe and throughout the
world. The LEGO duo were nominated for their
work on the firm’s programmable robots that
‘foster computer programming literacy and
could help avert a European shortage of skilled
programmers in the near future’.

DOUGAL GRIMES, Director of
Design, Hasbro Accelerator,
Hasbro
Having spent two successful
years with Hasbro Gaming,
2018 saw Dougal Grimes return
to the world of invention as he took on the role
of Director of Design at Hasbro Accelerator. A
hugely popular figure in the design community
and a passionate supporter of inventors,
Grimes’ return to early stage R&D sees him
head up Hasbro’s arm dedicated to finding and
accelerating new concepts from outside of the
company into success stories.

RORY O’CONNOR, Co-Owner, Hub
Games and MICHAEL FOX, Games
Designer, Hub Games
RANDY KLIMPERT,
Senior Director of Design
and Development,
Hasbro Gaming
How do you keep
Monopoly, an iconic
game like that’s been
around for over 80 years,
fresh and relevant? That
task falls to Randy
Klimpert, Senior Director
of Design and
Development for Hasbro
Gaming. Klimpert has
enjoyed a stand-out 12
months, playing a key role
in giving the year’s biggest
video game the Monopoly
treatment with Monopoly:
Fortnite Edition (a
bestseller that cracked the
Dream Toys list in 2018),
while also risking
upsetting the “purists”
with Monopoly: Cheaters
Edition, a fun new
version of the game that
sees players rewarded
when they pull off
sneaky cheats.

Hub Games took the idea of ‘games as a
medium for storytelling’ to a new level
in 2018 when it debuted Holding On:
The Troubled Life of Billy Kerr, an
emotionally impactful game that sees
players work together to provide physical and
palliative care to the dying Billy Kerr. Codesigned by Hub Games’ Rory O’Connor and
Michael Fox, the game was deemed ‘proof that
the hobby is flexing muscles it doesn’t often use’.

JEREMY PADAWER, Co-President, Wicked
Cool Toys; MICHAEL RINZLER, Co-President,
Wicked Cool Toys and THOMAS POON,
Co-President, Wicked Cool Toys
A high growth, high-energy group led by
Jeremy Padawer, Michael Rinzler and Thomas
Poon, Wicked Cool Toys enjoyed another
stellar year in 2018. The firm debuted its line of
Pokémon toys, with Power Action Pikachu
named one of The Toy Insider’s top toys for
Christmas 2018. Elsewhere, the firm’s Teddy
Ruxpin was named Infant/Toddler Toy of the
Year at the 2018 Toy of the Year Awards.
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RORY SLEDGE, Director and
Co-Founder, SG Labs and
MICHAEL GRAMELSPACHER,
Director and Co-Founder, SG Labs
SG Labs’ Rory Sledge and Michael Gramelspacher have had a
year to remember. At the 2018 Mattel Inventor Showcase, SG
Labs scooped the Toy of the Year award in the Girls Toy Box
category for their great work on the Lil’ Gleemerz line, while
other highlights from the last 12 months include
collaborations with the Bang Zoom team on Speech Breakers
and Yellies from Hasbro, as well as one of Fisher-Price’s most
popular items of 2018, the Imaginext Jurassic Rex.
SEVEN TOWNS
The team at Seven Towns have enjoyed a stellar last 12
months. The firm’s Greedy Granny became a YouTube
phenomenon in 2018, and TOMY’s US launch for the game
has been hailed as ‘a huge success’. Elsewhere, Seven Towns
was responsible for Hasbro’s line of Stretch Armstrong and the
Flex Fighters action figures and vehicles, while also creating
the Fan Heads brand for Jakks. The future looks equally
bright, with 24 new product launches set for this year.
PROSPERO HALL
While Prospero Hall sounds like the name of a designer you’d
most definitely want to be friends with, it isn’t actually just one
person. Instead, Prospero Hall is the name for a collective
made up of game designers, graphic designers, producers,
researchers, marketers and play testers that work as a design
group within Seattle’s Forrest-Pruzan Creative. The group have
had an incredible year, creating some of 2018’s most
acclaimed licensed games, including Disney Villainous and
Choose Your Own Adventure: House of Danger.
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RICHARD HEAYES, Director and Founder,
Heayes Design and Play Lenz
It’s been a busy year for Heayes Design/Play
Lenz. In total, Heayes has worked on over 30
games over the last year, and his inventing
arm, Play Lenz, has licensed some exciting tech
concepts that will be hitting the market soon. ‘Richard is
always willing to take on a challenging creative problem for
us,’ stated one of his peers. Another added: ‘He’s providing
turn-key development to a level that I have seldom seen.’
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ROBERT SCHWARTZMAN President, Pace Development Group and
PETER WILLIAMS, Partner, Pace Development Group

JIM MCCAFFERTY
President and CEO,
JMP Creative
Jim McCafferty is the secret
weapon for JMP Creative, a toy
invention powerhouse based in
Southern California which has
developed concepts resulting
in over a billion units of product
since launching back in 1992.
McCafferty wears many hats in
leading JMP’s invention
processes, including trends
forecasting, conceptual
development, toy design, play
patterns, marketability and
more. He and the JMP team
have experienced a banner 		
year that highlights his
versatility across toy categories,
having placed inventions for toy
firms and brands including
Moose Toys (Oonies), Hasbro
(Hot Tub High Dive), Goliath
(Catch the Fox), Maya Toys
(Orbeez, Cutie Stix) Relevant
Play and more.

“They aren’t top inventors because of their model making expertise;
it’s the thoughtfulness to the item and the brand,” stated one
nominator of Pace Development Group’s Robert Schwartzman and
Peter Williams. The two have a remarkable track record, stretching
back to Mattel’s hit Dancing Debbie doll, and 2018 saw Pace
Development Group deliver another winner in the form of Flush
Force, a line of gross-out collectible characters from Spin Master.

FI MURRAY
Founder, Making Things
2018 was a milestone year for Fi Murray. Formerly global
principal creative at Vivid, Murray left the company last
year to launch her own invention and innovation studio,
Making Things. Based in Southsea, Portsmouth, Making
Things focuses on inventing IP for products, brands and
experiences across the toy and game space, the
entertainment industries and the gifting arena, and has
already been described as a ‘breath of fresh air’.

DAVID SNOW
Owner, The Fantastic Factory
David Snow has been instrumental in driving the growth of The
Fantastic Factory, changing the business from concept sales to a
full design and manufacturing business in partnership with GW
Development. Snow has secured distribution partnerships in 21
countries in 12 months and launched 10 new games around the
world in that time. “David has an eye for trends, fun and quirkiness
and a real passion to add excitement to the game aisle,” stated
one nominator.
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ADAM BORTON,
Director, Creating Unique Toys

MATT BURTONWOOD, Director, Open 2 Design and BEN
WILLIAMS, Designer, Open 2 Design
Open 2 Design is a Huddersfield-based design and
development firm that has bolstered its presence in the toy
space over the last 12 months. With clients spanning the
likes of TOMY, Fisher-Price and Alpha Group, Open 2
Design made a concerted effort to strengthen ties in the
inventor community by attending last year’s Mojo Pitch
event; a move which resulted in the firm getting a concept
picked up for development. “Open 2 Design has been
pivotal to the development and invention of our current
and future hit items,” stated one nominator, and with a
ride-on concept and several product lines based on a hit
TV show landing later this year, the firm’s winning streak
looks set to continue.

A Rising Star from last year’s Mojo
Nation 100, Creating Unique Toys’ Adam
Borton enjoyed a stellar 2018, largely thanks
to the success of his ‘Russian poolette’ game, Flushin
Frenzy, one of Mattel Games’ biggest hits of last year. As
one nominator said: ‘Adam understands the commercial
appeal of trend-driven game design and has demonstrated
that he can tap into the zeitgeist and create something
innovative, clever, with mass appeal and ultimately
commercial success.’

THE CONTINUITY COMPANY
ELEANOR BLACK,
Commercial Director and Client Relations,
FUSE London
A popular figure in the UK inventor
community, FUSE’s Eleanor Black is
instrumental in building and maintaining strong
relationships with the firm’s expansive array of clients. “Eleanor
deserves a place in the Mojo Nation 100 for her outstanding
work promoting FUSE to toy companies around the world,”
stated one of her nominators.
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The design team at The Continuity Company are
responsible for creating collections of toys used within
retail loyalty schemes, working across much loved IP as
well as developing their own brands. Made up of creative
director Chris Moon (left) and retained product designers
Dan White (middle) and James Allerton (right), the last year
has seen the trio enjoy notable success stories including
Bonkers Beakers, the Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
Splicersaurus for Varus and the Star Wars Blokhedz Bustz
line for Carrefour Spain and Continente Portugal.

Congratulations to all the MOJO NATION 100

Alpha Group @ 2018

Alpha Group is actively expanding our portfolio of products, licenses and IPs
If you are interested in partnering with us on an innovative toy/game concept
or even a brand new Intellectual Property, please contact us.
design@alphagroup-us.com
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SAM HEMMING, Product Designer, The Marketing Store;
MITZI DE CASTRO, Junior Product Designer, The Marketing
Store; LEE GICAS, Senior Product Designer Engineer, The
Marketing Store and CORMAC LANGAN, Product Designer,
The Marketing Store

JON VANDERBEEK, VP, Sweet Spot Studio Inc and SARAH
VANDERBEEK, Principal Design, Sweet Spot Studio Inc
Jon and Sarah Vanderbeek run Sweet Spot Studio, which has
enjoyed a successful last 12 months that saw the firm ramp
up a level, expanding its client-base to include the likes of
Hasbro, Mattel, Fisher-Price, Spin Master and Moose Toys.
2019 is shaping up to be equally fruitful for the firm, with a
Marvel concept on the way with Hasbro, an Air Hogs item
launching from Spin Master and a plush item with Moose.

Brand experience agency The Marketing Store may not be the
most recognisable name in the toy industry, but its product
output reaches more customers globally than most of the
powerhouses in the sector. The toy development group within
the firm develops Happy Meals toys for McDonald’s, and Sam
Hemming, Mitzi De Castro, Lee Gicas and Cormac Langan
have each played a key role in delivering over and above
expectations to design, create and oversee production of
amazing products that put smiles on many millions of
children’s faces across the world. As one nominator stated:
“These four constantly deliver creativity and quality, working
with licensors to deliver great play experiences for children,
and creating those memorable moments for families.”

MATT NUCCIO,
President, Design Edge Inc
ROB AMES, Co-Founder, Triclops
Studio and LUC HUDSON, CoFounder, Triclops Studio
2018 was a busy one for Triclops’ Rob
Ames and Luc Hudson. The firm moved
into a brand new studio, having outgrown its previous space,
and also launched a fresh wing of the business in the form of
the Triclops Invention Hub; a move which has enabled Triclops
to cater for growing requests from companies for their own
in-house toy, games and IP concepts.
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For over 30 years, Design Edge has been a
leading development and sourcing agency in
the world of toys and games (as well as across
sectors including gifts, food, beverages, housewares and
hardware). Matt Nuccio started at Design Edge aged 14,
as soon as his parents – Mark and Linda – launched the
company. Since then, he has overseen the firm’s growth
into be a sizable force. Recent success stories have
included Cortex Toys’ Pirate Pong, Eclipse’s Mega Wing
and Let’s Face It, AKA and Hashtag It with Endless Games.
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STEVE FINK, Owner, Bang Zoom; STEVE CASINO,
Toy Inventor, Bang Zoom; MIKE HOETING, Owner,
Bang Zoom; NEIL HAMILTON, Owner, Bang Zoom

DON ULLMAN,
Owner, Ulco Toy and Game Co.
Don Ullman is a prolific figure in
the world of toy and game
design, having been inventing
successful products in this space
for over 20 years. A big believer
in the power of collaboration,
Ullman and his various design
partners have been responsible
for some of the big hits of the
past few years, including Spin
Master’s Soggy Doggy (with
Steve Calhoun), Hasbro’s Don’t
Step In It (with Bob Driscoll) and
Spin Master’s Pimple Pete (also
with Driscoll). Testament to his
standing within the industry,
Ullman has scooped the Game
Innovator of the Year Award
two years in a row (for Soggy
Doggy in 2017 and for Don’t Step
in It in 2018).

Cincinnati-based product development company
Bang Zoom Design are one of the leading
invention studios working in the toy business today
– as one nominator stated: ‘the only inventor
groups that come close to them have more staff!’ Recent success stories over the last 12
months include the TOTY-nominated Treasure X from Moose, Fisher-Price’s Jurassic Rex
Imaginext set, Mattel’s Flying Wings Fairy Barbie and Hasbro’s Chow Crown. As one of
their peers summed up: ‘They can draw, they can make complicated mechanisms work,
they can invent top selling games, dolls, boys action - you name it, they can do it.’
ALEX FUHRER, Business Development, Nextoy
and ROBERT FUHRER, Owner, Nextoy
Since 1981, Nextoy has been one of the leading
product invention companies serving the toy and
game industry. And the last 12 months have proved
to be another fruitful period for the firm. Recent
successes include the updated Crocodile Dentist
with Hasbro, iTop, Gator Golf and Mad Dog with Goliath and the Wakugami Pop Art
Frame with Relevant Play. On the way this year from Nextoy is Gifeez with Spin Master.
MATT GOUVEIA, Managing Diector,
Designbytouch; DAVID BALDIN, Design Manager,
Designbytouch PAUL BOUCHER, Creative
Director, Designbytouch
Established in 2006 by Matt Gouveia and Paul
Boucher, Designbytouch (DBT) has been
supporting global toy and game manufacturers on
both technical delivery and creative exploration of their new concepts. ‘DBT has been
pivotal to the development and invention of our current and future hit items,’ said one
nominator, adding ‘they’re fast, approachable and professional.’
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CIARAN LARKIN,
Designer

PHIL WALKER-HARDING,
Game Designer
2018 was a banner year for Phil WalkerHarding. Best known as the designer
behind tabletop hits like Sushi Go and
Barenpark, Walker-Harding has seen three
of his creations land on shelves over the
last 12 months. These include CMON’s
Gizmos, which sees players collect
marbles to power up inventions, Lookout
Games’ Gingerbread House, a tile-laying
game set in a fairy tale world, and Kosmos’
Imhotep: Das Duell, a two-player version
of his Spiel des Jahres-nominated Imhotep.‘Phil’s had a fantastic year and is
fast becoming the designer-to-watch,’ stated one of Walker-Harding’s peers,
adding: ‘Publishing three games in 2018 with three different studios; he’s
produced quality titles again and again.’

ERIN DEIGHTON,
Freelance Futurist and Ideation Facilitator
Erin Deighton is a well-known character in the
inventor community after his time at Hasbro. A
charismatic and wonderfully eccentric thinker,
Deighton works with some of the industries’ top firms
to help stimulate new ideas or challenge ideation
processes. ‘Erin is always at the cutting edge of new technology and trends and
gets our creative team thinking about toys in ways that leave their brains fried
– but it always delivers great starting points for commercial innovation,’ stated
one nominator, adding: ‘Some of our best lines over the last few years grew
from seeds that Erin helped us plant.’ If you want to think differently, Erin
Deighton is the man to help.
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Ciaran Larkin knows how to bring brilliant
special effects magic to the toy aisle
through his innovative approach to toy
design. He has a product launching at
New York Toy Fair in February based on
one of the world’s biggest brands that
looks set to be the prelude for more
great things to come. ‘He’s a bit of a
magician when it comes to making super
cool effects happen,’ stated one
nominator, adding: ‘He is able to “kit
bash” effects better than anyone that I
know who doesn’t use CAD 3D printing
or a more factory prep development
set up.’
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KYLE FERRIN,
Board Game Illustrator

LENA BURKHARDT, Game Designer and GUNTËR
BURKHARDT, Game Designer
Last year saw father and daughter design duo Gunter and Lena
Burkhardt scoop the Kinderspiel des Jahres 2018 (Children’s
Game of the Year) award at the Oscars of the game world - the
Spiel des Jahres Awards – for their tactical collecting game,
Dragon’s Breath. Günter has been a full-time game designer for
many years and has already published more than 80 games.
Lena’s first game, Die Gärten von Versailles, debuted in 2017 and
Dragon’s Breath is her second published game. “A fatherdaughter dream team: Lena and Günter Burkhardt combine a
child-friendly story, a classical mechanism and fascinating
material into a game adventure that will captivate children over
and over again,” stated the Kinderspiel des Jahres judging panel.

RICHARD GARFIELD,
Game Designer
A titan in the tabletop space thanks to having created Magic:
The Gathering, Richard Garfield has enjoyed an incredible last
12 months thanks to the launch of his most recent game,
KeyForge: Call of the Archons. A true innovation, KeyForge
is the world’s first unique deck game. This means
every single KeyForge deck is unique, and unlike any
other KeyForge deck in existence. Each deck
boasts its own unique name and design,
containing a distinct mix of creatures, artifacts,
and abilities. ‘Richard is creating games that
challenge the TCG status-quo - something he
created 25 years before!’ stated one voter.

Kyle Ferrin is an illustrator
and graphic artist who has
made a name for himself
as a creator of striking
board game art over the
last few years thanks to his
work on Wizard of the
Coast’s Dungeon
Mayhem, Leder Games’
cave-crawling adventure
Vast: The Crystal Caverns and last year’s critically acclaimed
Root: A Game of Woodland Might and Right. His work on the
latter has been attributed as a key driver of the game’s
appeal, with his work deemed ‘truly delightful’, ‘pristine’ and
‘the cutest artwork you’ll ever find in a war game’.

DEEJ JOHNSON,
Writer and Creative Consultant
Deej Johnson offers unrivalled creative consultancy
to budding games and toy designers, helping them
hone both their product and their pitches by offering
everything from thorough challenges to playability through
to instruction rewrites and pitching coaching. ‘His advice
has proved invaluable to several designers over the last 12
months and he has played an intrinsic role in a number of
new games which will be coming to market in 2019,’
stated one nomination. Another added: ‘Deej is a first class
example of why this industry is so fantastic - he is a
specialist in words and this industry thrives on unique,
niche specialists. If you ever need to know what to say,
how to say it and with character - Deej is your guy!’.
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MEDUSA DOLLMAKER,
Artist
Medusa Dollmaker (arguably the
coolest name to grace these pages)
is an artist based in Spain that
specialises in vintage and retro art
styles. 2018 saw Dollmaker lend her
talents to the board game world
through a partnership with Osprey
Games on the firm’s version of
Reiner Knizia’s auction game, High
Society. The gorgeous artwork from Dollmaker has been
attributed as one of the key reasons for the success of the
revamp, and The Dice Tower’s own Zee Garcia stated: “The
aesthetics in this version of High Society is incredible.
Dollmaker has excelled here.”
IGNACY TRZEWICZEK,
Game Designer
Polish game designer Ignacy Trzewiczek
is known for a raft of popular tabletop
games including Robinson Crusoe:
Adventures on the Cursed Island,
Imperial Settlers and First Martians:
Adventures on the Red Planet, but his latest creation – 2018’s
Detective: A Modern Crime Board Game – has been credited
with bringing innovation to the detective board game space.
The game sees players tasked with solving a series of cases,
but as Detective is set in modern times, gamers have access
to all data that can be found on the Internet and are
encouraged to use Google Maps, Wikipedia, and other online
sources to crack the case. ‘Ignacy deserves a place in the
100 for thinking beyond the box, and creating an augmented
reality board game,’ stated one fan of his work.
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WOLFGANG WARSCH,
Game Designer
Despite having created games since 2012, designer
Wolfgang Warsch properly announced himself to the
tabletop scene last year with a string of acclaimed games.
Not content with one Spiel des Jahres nomination in 2018,
Warsch had three; his write-and-roll title Ganz Schön
Clever was up for Kennerspiel des Jahres (Expert Game of
the Year), but was beaten to the award by one of his other
creations, the bag builder Die Quacksalber von
Quedlinburg. Elsewhere, Warsch’s The Mind was
nominated for the Spiel des Jahres last year and soon
became something of a sensation in the board game space.
Is it a game or is it an ‘experience’? Either way, it was one of
the most talked about card games of 2018, and gamers are
already looking forward to what he’ll create next.
NIKKI VALENS,
Game Designer
Last year, the romantic comedy board game
Fog of Love launched two new covers to
celebrate LGBTQ relationships, and gave itself a
relaunch aiming to be more inclusive than it was before. Prolific
games designer Nikki Valens played an integral role in this
revamp, working as a consultant to check every card and
scenario, with the aim of ensuring the core game did the very
best job of representing LGBTQ relationships. In addition, Valens
is also designing an upcoming expansion for Fog of Love that
will focus on telling stories about queer relationships. “I’m
thankful for the constructive criticism Nikki gave us and am
confident the end result is a truly inclusive tabletop gaming
experience for everyone,” said Fog of Love’s Jacob Jaskov.

COMING 2020...

Don’t just discover the next
top brands. Experience them.
Brands Untapped is a new event for the global licensing industry,
launching in March 2020. A two-day experiential brand showcase,
the event will see specially invited guests experience 25 exciting
brands, each of which are on the lookout for licensing partnerships
across a wide range of categories.
Rather than simply telling potential partners about your top brands,
Brands Untapped gives brand owners the chance to build an
experience around them, enabling collaborations to flourish in a
creative, immersive environment.

For more information contact ian@startlicensing.co.uk or billy@mojo-nation.com
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RYAN KRATZ,
President, Sound Machine
Invention and Design

MICHAEL KIESLING,
Game Designer
Michael Kiesling is a prolific figure in the tabletop space,
having created many much loved games and won the Spiel
des Jahres (Game of the Year) award for Tikal and Torres,
both of which he co-created with regular design partner
Wolfgang Kramer. Well, Kiesling earned his third Spiel des
Jahres (and his first for a solo design) in 2018 for the tilelaying sensation, Azul, which also scooped the As D’or (Game
of the Year) at Cannes. Published by Plan B Games, Azul has
sold more than 320,000 copies worldwide since launch and
has been translated into 25 different languages. Kiesling also
found the time to design and launch a follow-up, Azul:
Stained Glass of Sintra, in late 2018.

DAVID J. MORTIMER,
Game Designer
David J. Mortimer is a fellow member
of the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants, but asks you not
to hold this against him. Having always
enjoyed designing board games for the
pleasure of his friends and family, he
decided to share his passion with the wider world
back in 2013, when his first published game, Pocket
Imperium, landed. Last year saw Mortimer’s puzzle game
PIXIT debut with Gibsons Games. The game tasks players
with twisting, turning and tipping cubes into place to
recreate a pixelated image and fast became a popular entry
in the firm’s successful line of quick-play games.
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Ryan Kratz launched his own
firm, Sound Machine Invention
and Design, in August of 2010.
Kratz uses state of the art
computer aided design and
fabrication techniques in his
offering to the toy industry,
while the second string to
Sound Machine’s bow is its
invention arm, where he has
created play concepts for
several of the world’s biggest
toy firms. ‘He is the proverbial
“guy behind the guy” and his
prototypes are known instantly
by toy execs due to their quality
and functionality,’ said one of
Kratz’ peers.

BRETT J. GILBERT,
Game Designer
Brett J. Gilbert is one of the UK’s most
prolific freelance board game designers.
He has provided game development
and consultancy services for LEGO,
Twitter and many game publishers in
the UK, and is Lead Developer for Alley
Cat Games, whose successfully Kickstarted games include
Lab Wars and Dice Hospital. The last 12 months have seen
debuts for several of Gilbert’s designs and co-designs,
including Roll for Adventure, Raids, Rolling Bandits, The
Great City of Rome, Pocket Pharma and Architects of Magic,
an expansion to his successful co-op board game, Professor
Evil and the Citadel of Time.
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FLORIAN SIRIEIX,
Game Designer

EMERSON MATSUUCHI,
Game Designer
Tabletop games designer Emerson
Matsuuchi first caught the attention of
gamers back in 2015 with his hidden
movement game Spectre Ops. Since
then, he’s created a raft of successful
tabletop titles, and 2018 saw him have his
most productive 12 months to date. First
was his heavily anticipated follow-up to
Century: Spice Road, Century: Eastern
Wonders, which was another top seller
for Plan B Games. The third game in his
Spice Road trilogy is due out later this
year. Away from spices, another big
release last year for both Matsuuchi and
Plan B was Reef – where players grow
and expand their colourful reef, scoring
as many points as possible along the
way. Matsuuchi will also soon be
debuting a licensed game for the first
time in his career, as IDW Games has
tapped him to design a board game
based on the much-loved Metal Gear
Solid series.

French game designer and former computer
scientist Florian Sirieix has had a year to remember
thanks to launch of Imaginarium, a co-design with
Bruno Cathala published by Bombyx. Praised for its
stunning art and great gameplay, the launch of the game was a success,
selling 4,000 copies in France in its first month on release, but went through a
turbulent time as it launched several Kickstarter campaigns to fund distribution
of the game in English. With the English-language release and a US run now
secured, the game has reached an even wider audience, and as one nominator
stated: ‘We salute Florian for his never-say-die attitude’.

ROB DAVIAU,
Game Designer
A titan of the tabletop game design world and the
brains behind the Legacy genre, Rob Daviau enjoyed
another great year filled with some exceptional
releases. He breathed new life into a board game
classic in 2018 when he and Restoration Games
launched Fireball Island: The Curse of Vul-Kar on
Kickstarter. The campaign was a huge success, raising
over $2m from a goal of $250k, and Daviau enjoyed
further success on the crowdfunding platform last year with CMON’s Cthulhu:
Death May Die, a co-creation with Eric Lang which raised $2.4m. 2018 also saw
Daviau bring his ever-popular Legacy concept (where games are designed to
permanently change over the course of a series of sessions) to two modern
classics of the tabletop in the form Ultimate Werewolf Legacy from Bézier Games
and Wizards of the Coast’s Betrayal Legacy. As recognition for his great work on
Pandemic Legacy: Season 2, he was honoured – along with co-designer Matt
Leacock – with a Special Award at the 2018 Spiel des Jahres awards.
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JACOB JASKOV,
CEO, Hush Hush Projects

RICH MAZEL,
Senior Director, Global Product Acquisition, Hasbro
Rich Mazel is Senior Director of Global Product Acquisition at
Hasbro, and a key figure in the firm’s search for the next big
hit. A much loved figure in the industry, Mazel is an
enthusiastic supporter of the inventor community, be it students
looking for a route in, beginners with great ideas or the
professional design scene. He speaks at inventor events around the
world, and is one of the most passionate advocates for creativity in the industry. ‘Rich
Mazel is a true design champion for his work travelling the world to find the best ideas,’
stated one of his peers. Another added: ‘He’s a warm friendly face to discuss ideas with,
and this, coupled with his bundles of energy and passion, make him a star in the industry’.

STIJN VANKERCKHOVEN,
Make My Game Project Manager,
Cartamundi
Last year saw Cartamundi launch
MakeMyGame.com, an online platform
that allows designers and publishers to
create game prototypes. Via the site,
designers of all experience levels can create games using
different components, box sizes, boards and inserts, before
uploading personalised artwork to complete their game.
The brainchild of Cartamundi’s Stijn Vankerckhoven, Make
My Game has quickly become a useful tool for game
inventors needing prototypes for pitching purposes, to
present on a crowdfunding platform or send to possible
distributors or licensees. Elsewhere, publishers have also
fully embraced the site as a means of securing game
samples for playtesting.
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While Jacob Jaskov’s
game, Fog of Love, has
been hailed as a breath of
fresh air for the board
game space, 2018 saw Jaskov
credited with bringing some much
needed inclusivity to the tabletop
through the launch of alternative
Fog of Love box covers that
celebrate LGBTQ relationships. In
addition, this year will see Jaskov
continue to strive for better
representation in the tabletop
space with the launch of a
LGBTQ-focused Fog of Love
expansion concentrating on
stories about queer relationships.

TRINA MCFARLAND,
Owner, TinkerTini
Having previously worked in inventor relations at the likes of
Disney, Jakks Pacific and Mattel, 2018 saw Trina McFarland
launch TinkerTini – a firm dedicated to making inventor
relations accessible to small to medium sized toy companies
and licensors. Since debuting, TinkerTini
has a client portfolio including
Wicked Cool Toys, Skyrocket, Alpha
and Jada Toys, and one nominator
stated: ‘It can be excruciating to
work with mid-size toy
manufacturers as an inventor
when they do not have the
proper systems in place, but
Tina is making things
happen and I expect big
things to come.’
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CARLY MCGINNIS,
General Manager, Exploding Kittens

BRETT KLISCH,
President of Peru Meridian Studios and Co-Founder of US
Toy Fair’s Creative Factor
Brett Klisch is President at design and manufacturing firm
Peru Meridian Studios, as well as Co-Founder of Creative
Factor, the US Toy Fair’s educational programme of events
and resources for toy inventors and designers. Klisch has
passionately led the programme over the years and has
been instrumental in revamping Creative Factor for the
upcoming Toy Fair, ensuring it will boast an expanded
line-up of content, including the new CF@TF Inventor Day,
which gives creators the chance to pitch concepts
directly to potential manufacturing partners.

LESLEY SINGLETON,
Founder and MD, Playtime PR
Founder of the toys and games PR agency
Playtime PR, Lesley Singleton appears in the
Design Champions list for the second year.
Popular across the industry, Singleton not only
promotes established companies with astounding energy and
effect, but also runs Board Game Club. A games night for
grown ups, Board Game Club attracts more than 60
attendees a month, spanning game companies, press and
inventors. Singleton’s willingness to champion and support
new designers means that, despite her great busyness, she
continues to help others with integrity and kindness.

The secret weapon at Exploding Kittens, Carly
McGinnis has been responsible for expanding the
brand’s presence in the tabletop space, as well as
pushing the brand outside of the games aisle through
innovative licensing partnerships. The last 12 months has seen
Exploding Kittens launch its second expansion in the form of
Streaking Kittens, which boasts 15 news cards and instructions
that refresh the core game, adding a new level of strategy and
hilarity. Elsewhere, the brand made the move from card
games to toys via a partnership with Basic Fun for a line of
collectible Exploding Kittens construction toys. As one of her
peers stated: ‘Not only has Carly overseen the launch of the
most successfully funded Kickstarter of all time, she continues
to explore and support avenues of expansion through
expansion packs, new distribution in Europe and licensing.’
VALERIE VACANTE,
Founder, Collabsco
Valerie Vacante is founder of Collabsco, a
strategy and innovation firm based in Austin,
Texas. For over 14 years, she has led crossfunctional teams to create meaningful, consumercentric experiences that connect brands, people and
emerging technologies. 2018 saw the launch of
Collabsco’s Connected Cool Kids: Connected Play
Landscape at Mojo Nation’s Play Innovation Summit,
mapping over 115 connected play products, companies
and technologies across IoT, AI, Robots, Augmented
Reality, Virtual Reality, Edtech, Makers, Wearables, Social
NFC/RFID and Voice. Vacante has also expanded
Collabsco’s product innovation partnerships across the
world, helping companies build their portfolio through
collaborations with inventors, start-ups and global firms.
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ADAM SKAATES, Design Director, IDEO
Palo Alto; BRENDAN BOYLE, Founder, IDEO
Play Lab
Based in the heart of Silicon Valley as part of
IDEO Palo Alto, the IDEO Play Lab offers
play-centered consultancy, app design and toy
invention, and their team of inventors have
been delivering award-winning toys for over 20
years. Brendan Boyle (below, right) founded the
IDEO Play Lab and under his leadership, the
firm has invented and licensed over 150
consumer products. He is also passionate
about the intersection between play and design
thinking, so much so that he created a course
‘From Play to Innovation’ that he teaches at
Stanford’s d.School. Another key figure for
IDEO Play Lab is Adam Skaates, Design Director
at IDEO Palo Alto. Skaates leads a team that has
licensed over a hundred concepts to leading
manufacturers such as Mattel and Hasbro.
‘IDEO Toy Lab bridges Silicon Valley smarts
with the playful spirit we all need in our lives,’
stated one nominator, adding: ‘They remain the
leader in this space and a unique and deep
resource for all toy companies.’

OWEN DUFFY,
Tabletop Games Journalist
DR AMANDA GUMMER,
Founder and MD,
Fundamentally Children
Dr Amanda Gummer’s
Fundamentally Children is
dedicated to helping
children develop skills
through play. She provides
independent expert advice
on a range of topics
including play, toys, apps,
children’s tech, e-safety,
child development, special
needs and other parenting
issues, and has proved to
be a vital resource for
designers looking to
ensure their toys and
games are of real value to
a child’s play diet. 2018
was a milestone year for
Gummer and the wider
company, as
Fundamentally Children
launched the Good Toy
Guide US, giving US clients
access to the firm’s raft of
services, as well as helping
UK business make the
most of US opportunities.

Owen Duffy is a tabletop games
journalist whose reviews and
musings on all things board games can be read
in publications including Tabletop Gaming
Magazine and The Guardian. Duffy has been a
huge champion of game designers, and
testament to this can be found in his The Board
Game Book. Both an impressive guide to the
year’s best games and a celebration of game
design talent, Duffy’s The Board Game Book will
be landing with Kickstarter backers this year.

ANDREW NAVARO,
Head of Fantasy Flight
Games Studio
Having been with Fantasy Flight
Games for close to 15 years,
Andrew Navaro is dedicated to pushing the
boundaries of what’s possible in board gaming.
Since taking on the role of Head of FFG in 2017,
he has been instrumental in all aspects of
development at the company, from concept to
completion. Under his guidance, the last 12
months has seen the firm launch an entirely
new category in ‘unique games’ - with
KeyForge and Discover: Lands Unknown - where
every copy of these games is totally unique,
boasting different components than any other
copy in existence.
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MATT JARVIS,
Editor, Tabletop Gaming Magazine
In just two years, Matt Jarvis has helped
make Tabletop Gaming the leading
publication in the board game space. Alongside news,
reviews and articles about the latest and greatest in the
tabletop world, Jarvis has ensured that the design
community are a core part of the magazine’s editorial
strategy; be it via interviews with game inventors on their
creative processes or guest articles from designers on a
variety of topics. Jarvis and Tabletop Gaming doubled their
efforts to promote designers in 2018 when they launched
the inaugural Tabletop Gaming Live event at London’s
Alexandra Palace. The show played host to several big game
launches, and also boasted a line-up of panel sessions
featuring game creators including Bez, James Wallis and the
Big Potato team. ‘Put simply, there are few doing as much to
promote the design talents of the tabletop scene as Matt
and the Tabletop Gaming team’, said one nominator.

LUKE CRANE,
Head of Games, Kickstarter
Luke Crane is the head of games at Kickstarter,
where he has been helping creators bring their
games to life since 2012. He has helped
establish Kickstarter as one of the key routes to
market for tabletop designers to launch their
concepts and under his watch, has helped bring
thousands of games to life. 2018 successes include Batman:
Gotham City Chronicles (raised over $4m), Nemesis (passed
the £3m mark) and Fireball Island: The Curse of Vul-Kar
(finished its run with over $2.5m).
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BEN CALLICOTT,
Founder, Toy Pioneers Club
Ben Callicott has been in the toy space for over ten years;
going from designing children’s playgrounds to spearheading
product at innovative tech-toy start-up, Primo Toys. Having
become disillusioned with the mass-market toy space, Callicott
launched the Toy Pioneers Club, a new online community for
‘the world’s most forward-thinking start-ups’. The initiative,
which launched last year, aims to provide the tools, resources
and connections to enable the industry’s brightest start-ups to
go on and build radically better products and businesses to the
ones that exist today.

MARK CARSON,
CEO and Co-Founder, Fat Brain Toys
Mark Carson is the CEO and
Co-Founder of Fat Brain Toys, a US
toy firm and retailer responsible for a
range of popular toys designed to
educate and entertain. Carson makes it
into the Design Champions category due to his work with
Fat Brain Toys’ Kidventor Challenge. Launched in 2017, the
Challenge gives children an opportunity to submit toy or
game ideas for the chance to have their concept brought
to market by Fat Brain Toys. Last year’s Kidventor Challenge
saw nine-year old Emma Turner win for her Buggy Light
concept. She took home a $2,500 scholarship, a $500
prize pack plus the opportunity to have Buggy Light
manufactured and sold worldwide by Fat Brain Toys.
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ROSS CONNELL,
Owner, More Games Please

RICHARD DENNING, Director, UK Games
Expo; TONY HYAMS, Director, UK Games
Expo
Richard Denning and Tony Hyams are the
directors behind UK Games Expo, the UK’s
largest hobby games convention and the
third biggest tabletop gaming event in the
world. As well as showing off the best in
board games, the show has always strived to
be an event encouraging new games to
reach publication. Over the years, the UK
Games Expo has boasted prototype testing
tables, seminars, panels and networking
sessions for games designers and publishers,
as well as opportunities for budding
designers to pitch their ideas to publishers.
Last year’s show welcomed a record number
of visitors, totalling 21,700 across the three
days, while attendees, including exhibitors
and press, hit 39,000.

Ross Connell is the Founder of More Games
Please, a site dedicated to celebrating artists
working in the tabletop space. Since
launching the platform back in 2017, Connell
has interviewed over 40 prominent artists,
delving into their creative processes and
highlighting the key role they play in the
success of a tabletop game. As well as
publishing features and interviews, More
Games Please also runs a Best Board Game Art of the Year feature, celebrating
talented artists that have done remarkable work over the last 12 months. ‘Ross
deserves a lot of credit for shining a spotlight on a corner of the board game
world that doesn’t get spoken about, or given credit, nearly enough,’ stated
one nominator.

IAN DOWNES,
Founder, Start Licensing
A much-loved figure in the licensing industry, Start
Licensing’s Ian Downes is a huge supporter of
innovation in the licensing space, and this extends to
creative applications of brands in the toys and games
arena. The last 12 months has seen Downes ramp up his
efforts in getting new blood excited about both licensing and designing toys
and games for much-loved IP; be it speaking at events like the Mojo Nation
Student Design Conference, or travelling to give talks at various universities
on why students should consider a career in licensing and toy design. Also
helping to make 2018 a great year for Downes was the fact he named as one
of Licensing.biz’s ‘50 Most Influential People in Licensing’, and as many of the
students and peers that he’s given time to over the 12 months can attest, he’s
also one of the nicest.
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CHRIS NAYLOR,
Senior Product Design, Ridley’s Games,
Wild & Wolf

KRISSA WATRY,
Founder and CEO, Dynepic Inc
Krissa Watry is Founder and CEO
at Dynepic Inc, where they are
trailblazing its cloud platform and
developer tools to enable
technology to safely connect kids
to devices where strict child
privacy rules apply. Dynepic’s patented playPORTAL
platform makes developing child privacy-certified apps,
games and connected devices fast and easy. Over the past
year, Dynepic launched playPortal Studio, featuring its initial
suite of Software Development Kits (SDKs) focused on
enabling kid-safe authentication and social play features in
apps, games and connected toys for instant child-privacy
law compliance.

“Games Master” and Senior Product Designer of
the Ridley’s Games team, Chris Naylor got his
first taste of the game design world as an intern at
Hasbro before finding his home at Wild & Wolf. Naylor
leads IP game creation for Ridley’s with his claim to fame being
the concept developments for the firm’s Autumn/Winter 2018
‘Big 5’ games line-up, including Avocado Smash, Selfish and
Sumo Slam. When he’s not designing innovative and unique
games, he can be found hosting Ridley’s lunchtime game clubs
in the Wild & Wolf office kitchen and doodling concept
brainstorms in sharpie pen.

BETHANY KOBY,
Co-Founder and CEO, Tech Will Save Us
Bethany Koby is the Co-Founder and CEO
of Tech Will Save Us, creators of awardwinning make-it-yourself kits that fuse the
power of play with the possibilities of
technology. She is passionate about shaping a brighter
future for kids by empowering them to create with, rather
than be fearful of, technology. 2018 saw Koby named
Innovator of the Year at the Technology Playmaker Awards
and the firm’s diverse products are now available in over
4,000 stores globally. Last year saw TWSU launch its first
licensed kit in the form of the Marvel Avengers Electro Hero
Kit, as well as the popular Sew & Glow and Light Racer sets.
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MARISSA LOUIE,
CEO and Chief Designer, Animoodles
Marissa launched Animoodles after a successful campaign on
Kickstarter that saw it become the number one most funded
classic toy on the platform in 2017. Last October saw the latest
collection of the mix-and-make plush animals land on the
crowdfunding platform. Made up of of the likes of Jada Panda,
Odin Dragon and Sammy Fox, the campaign smashed its goal,
raising over $35k, and plans to expand the brand beyond the
toy space are in place.
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LOUISE MCGETTRICK,
Fugglers Creator
While looking for a Christmas gift
for her husband, Louise McGettrick
fell into an eBay-shaped rabbit hole
where she eventually found herself
at a listing for a bag of false teeth.
Struggling to grasp why someone
would either be selling, or would
want to own, a zip lock bag full of dentures, McGettrick was
soon struck by a vision of a little old lady buying them to
add to her homemade teddy bears. This strange source of
inspiration led her to create Fugglers, a line of ‘funny-ugly’
monsters with a once-seen, never-forgotten appearance.
What began as a hobby selling homemade Fugglers on Etsy
soon caught the eye of Spin Master, who launched the first
line of collectible Fugglers plush toys last July. With over 50
in the range, and brand extensions planned, the future
looks bright for McGettrick’s creations.

EMMA MAY,
CEO and Creative Director,
Emmerse Studios
Emma May is the CEO and Creative Director at
Emmerse Studios, and the designer of the Quirk
series of card games. Since launching Quirk on Kickstarter
back in 2017, the game has become a best seller on Amazon
in the Travel Games and Dedicated Card Games sections, and
has won multiple awards for both Quirk and Quirk Legends.
In less than 12 months, May has sold over 3,000 copies of her
Quirk games, with a third, Quirk Hallows, recently funded on
Kickstarter. Quirk was recently picked up by a UK distributor, a
move set to bring the game to more consumers than ever
before. ‘Emma is constantly thinking about her fans and is
always giving to the community – providing help and advice
to new and upcoming game designers and publishers, as well
as providing financial support to their campaigns where she
can,’ stated one nominator.
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JOE HEARNDEN,
Product Designer, Mookie Toys
Since joining Mookie Toys in 2016,
Joe Hearnden has been involved in
the development of a vast range of
Mookie and TP Toys products,
working with a small design team to
create a number of award-winning
children’s toys and outdoor products.
He is responsible for the design of Mookie’s best-selling
tie-dye product, Tybo, which has sold over 70,000 units in the
UK alone since its launch in 2018. During his time at Mookie,
Hearnden has also been involved in the creation of the TP
Spiro Spin, a fast spin, soft bounce seesaw that scooped three
major consumer awards in 2018, including the coveted
Platinum Best Outdoor Toy in the Lovedbyparents Awards.

MEIR BITON,
Chief Product Officer, Storyball
2018 saw Storyball, a screen-free smart toy
that keeps kids active, hit Kickstarter. The
campaign went on to be a huge success,
reaching over $130k from a goal of $30k. Under
the hood, Storyball’s intelligent sensory technology can identify over
100 different gestures and movements during range of explorable
stories, enabling it to sound an alarm if a child gets caught by a bad
guy, vibrate if they haven’t jumped high enough to make it over an
imaginary fence or flash red and orange when there’s a fire ahead. As
one of his peers said: ‘Meir’s development and behind the scenes
details are incredible, ensuring that once this refreshing invention
reaches the market, it’s going to appeal to the masses.’
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Some of the stuffed suits you’ll
be pitching to at Hasbro
And these were the serious-looking photos. Fact is,
Hasbro’s a big company with a smart, playful, fun-lovin’
acquisitions team that wants to meet with you. They don’t
bite, promise (uh, unless that’s part of the game play).
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING
YOUR BEST IDEAS!

©2018 Hasbro.
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NICK METZLER,
Incubation and New Business
Specialist, Games, Spin Master

JOHNNY NGUYEN,
Designer, TOMY International (US Division)
Consistently looking for new avenues to create truly original
toys, Johnny Nguyen is a rising star within the ranks of TOMY
International and a treasured trend-setter at the firm’s US
division. Having been with TOMY since 2014, Nguyen has
established himself as a designer that’s not afraid to think
differently and challenge the norms when it comes to toy
design. ‘Johnny is a hugely creative thinker,’ stated one of his
peers, adding: ‘He’s always up for the challenge of trying to
develop toys and take them to the next level.’

Games designer Nick Metzler has
enjoyed a stellar last 12 months. He
has 18 board games on the market,
eight of which launched in 2018, with an
additional four on shelves that he produced. He also scooped
the Rising Star award at last year’s TAGIEs for his work on Spin
Master’s Hail Hydra, and has six titles set to hit the shelves later
this year. All this, and he’s only 24. Yes, Spin Master’s
Incubation and New Business Specialist has been busy since
kicking off his professional game design career at the age of
17, but it’s no surprise considering he’s been creating games
since he was five.

ADAM CARSON,
Industrial Designer, Fat Brain Toys
JANICE TURNER,
Co-Founder and Game Designer,
Wren Games
Janice Turner is one half of wife and
husband games design duo, Wren Games. 2018
was a big year for the firm as it took to Kickstarter with
Assembly, a compact puzzle game. Janice is the lead
designer of Assembly, and the campaign went on to raise
close to £20k from a goal of £6,700. ‘Janice has a keen
understanding of innovation within games design and her
ability to create amazing new concepts around her motherly
duties is inspiring,’ stated one nominator, adding: ‘2019 looks
to be an exciting year for Wren Games’.

Adam Carson is a 26-year-old Nebraska-based
toy designer working for Fat Brain Toys. In
the past twelve months, Carson has created
and spearheaded the popular line of Dimpl
toys, which are sold exclusively through Fat
Brain Toys. The Dimpl line includes Dimpl,
Dimpl Duo, Simpl Dimpl, and the forthcoming
Dimpl Wobl. Based on a simple concept of pushing pillows of
silicone back and forth through a plastic frame, Dimpl has
become a phenomenal seller in the US through both specialty
and online retailers. In addition to the Dimpl line, Carson also
oversees all design aspects of Fat Brain’s growing line of
design-inspired playthings.
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CATHERINE STIPPELL,
Game Designer
One of the most unique board
games to hit tabletops last year was
Nyctophobia – a co-operative
game of survival where players must
work together to escape a predator
chasing them in a pitch-black forest. What made the
game stand out is that survivors play the game with
blackout glasses, so they cannot see the board and have
to rely on touch to navigate their way to safety. Designer
Catherine Stippell came up with the idea while trying to
find something that she could play with her blind uncle,
and after working on the concept for three years, it was
picked up by Pandasaurus Games and available at Target.
Hailed as a groundbreaking gameplay experience for both
visually impaired and sighted players, the board game
space is looking forward to Stippell’s future tabletop
creations after such a striking design debut.

THIJMEN DE SCHIPPER, Co-President, Yulu Toys and
JOCHEM VAN RIJN, Co-President, Yulu Toys
Since launching back in 2013, Thijmen de Schipper and
Jochem Van Rijn’s Yulu Toys has fast-become a major player in
the world of fun, physical toys and games. 2017 saw the firm
debut its Spy Code line of games with Target, while last year
saw Yulu expand its global offering with new offices in Europe
and North America and a wider product offering. Recent hits
for the firm include Spy Code: Operation Escape Room, Tic
Tac Tongue (which has been nominated for Rookie of the Year at
this year’s Toy of the Year Awards) and Watermelon Smash (which
is in the running for Outdoor Toy of the Year at the same event).

SADHBH DOHERTY,
Product Manager, Tech Will Save Us
NAOTAKA SHIMAMOTO,
Creative Director, itten and
YOSHIAKI TOMIOKA, Art Director, itten
‘Nao’ and ‘Tommy’ are the driving force
behind Japanese game firm, itten. The firm has
fast become known for their visually striking
components and innovative but simple
gameplay. Recent successes for itten includes
dexterity game Tokyo Highway, hide-and-seek
game Yeti in the House and push-your-luck title
Here Comes the Dog.
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Tech Will Save Us’ Sadhbh Doherty has
been the design powerhouse behind
two of the firm’s recent success
stories: the Light Racer and Sew + Glow
kits. These products enable kids to get to
grips with everyday technology such as
wireless power and electro thread, and provide the
building blocks for thinking about how to solve the world’s
problems. ‘Sadhbh uses her creative superpowers to not just
make awesome tech kits, but also to bring tricky concepts
down to earth,’ stated one nominator.
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DR KATE STONE,
Founder, Novalia
Creative scientist Dr Kate Stone is the
founder of Novalia, a start-up that specialises
in touch and sound technologies. Novalia has
created touch and sound marketing brand
experiences for NASA, Pizza Hut and Disney, but the firm
has recently moved into the toy space, graduating from the
2018 Alexa Accelerator Class where it created its first kids
and family product: The Creative Touch Studio. This
immersive playscape enhances children’s imagination
through the power of sound. Parents can customise
environments with Novalia’s PlayShapes, select sounds and
then watch as children bring their magical worlds to life
with content provided through smart speakers.
TIMOTHY SCOTT STUART,
MD, Unit Bricks Inc
Timothy Scott Stuart is the mind behind
Unit Bricks, a toy brand that is responsible
for a new STEM toy that launched last year
called Mini Unit Beams. Selected by
Purdue University engineering faculty as a
must have design toy for 2018, Mini Unit
Beams is a patented system based on an
early childhood toy, the Unit Block. Each set is a dynamic
construction model kit, which allow for children of all ages to
build and re-build the world around them with ease and fun. It’s
a multi-generational toy designed to promote family fun
through love and learning. ‘There is no toy quite like it,’ stated
one nominator, adding: ‘The system has been accepted by
major universities, engineering design companies and even
Lord Foster.’
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MARION BAREIL, CEO and Co-Founder, Tourmaline Studio
and CAMILLE ATTARD, CDO, Tourmaline Studio
Marion Bareil and Camille Attard are the co-founders of
Tourmaline, a Geneva based interactive studio crafting
games that blend tangible and digital realms. The studio’s
first game, Oniri Islands launched last year following a
successful Kickstarter campaign and scooped accolades
including Best in Play at GDC. The game replaces controllers
with figurines that use the static electricity released by the
body, as players move their miniatures on their tablet to
solve riddles, puzzles and explore the world of Oniri.
‘Following on from the brilliant Oniri, I’m excited to see
what the future holds for the innovators at Tourmaline,’ said
one nominator.

PHY MCCARTHY,
Founder, The Geek Tailor
After leaving a 20-year technology PR
career, Phy McCarthy set up The Geek
Tailor in 2017, an entertainment company
focused on character creations that celebrates
characters not normally seen in kids’ entertainment. The first
product to emerge from The Geek Tailor was Darcy Curl, an
18-inch fashion doll boasting the body and facial dimensions
of an average seven year old girl. Designed by McCarthy,
Darcy Curl scooped an Amazon Choice Badge and this year
will see the range expand, with three other inclusive
characters and an animated series in the pipeline.
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